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Jacob Bloch

Jacob’s love of music and dancing took him to the 
local ballet schools and at one of these schools 
he noticed a young dancer struggling to stay en 
pointe. Jacob promised he would make her a 
better pair of pointe shoes to dance in, and so 
he did. It was 1932 when the first Bloch ballet 
shoes were made in a candle lit workshop in 
Paddington, Sydney. At that time, Paddington was 
a far cry from the  fashionable and affluent area 
that it is today. 

Jacob’s reputation for making high-quality dance 
shoes spread rapidly. In the late 1930s many 
overseas ballet companies toured Australia, 
including The Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo.  

Jacob made shoes for many of these 
visiting Russian ballerinas, including Olga 
Spessitzeva,Tamara Toumanova, Irina Baranova, 
David Lichine, Tatiana Riabouchinskaya, and  
Helene Kirsova, all to their own specifications.

His effort was so successful that it generated 
the creation of a full range of dance and dance   
fashion products. Since that time the rapid growth 
of Bloch’s reputation has established the brand as 
one of the most trusted within the industry. 

Quite simply, Bloch’s dance DNA is in every 
product we make. Today Bloch is still fulfilling the 
promise made by its founder all those years ago.

It was 1932 when the first Bloch 
ballet shoes were made in a candle 
lit workshop in Paddington, 
Sydney.

It all started  
with a promise to 
make the most  
comfortable dance 
shoes in the world
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Anatomy of a 
Pointe Shoe

Pointe Shoe 
Fitting

Pointe Shoe 
Width

There are five major components which need to be taken into consideration when fitting.  

These are the Last, the Vamp, the Platform, the Shank, and the Paste. However the most 
important factor of these is the Last as this ‘shell’ determines the major factor in the fitting,  
which is to find a correct and comfortable shape of shoe when the foot is standing flat and  
when ‘en pointe’. The other components of Vamp, Platform, Shank and Paste are considered  
to be the ‘cosmetics’ of the shoe. 

Bloch pointe shoes are available in up to four different widths.  
Bloch pointe shoe widths can be identified in three different ways depending on the style. Some 
of the earlier developed styles denote widths with the A, B, C, D, E format and the later styles 
with either X or Y formats. With the different styles, widths and sizes available, Bloch offers over 
1000 variations of pointe shoes.

1 Throat Line

2 Block /Box

3 Modified Vamp

4 Shank/Insole*

5 Sock

6 Drawstring

7 Binding

8 Vamp

9 Platform

10 Wing

11 Side Seam

12 Pleats

13 Outsole

14 Heel Strap
 * Concealed inside under the 
sock

N a r r o w Av e r a g e Wi d e

A B, C D, E

NO X X , XX XXX

NO Y Y, YY YYY

Glossary of 
Terms

General 
InformationThe teacher may advise a student to attend a pre-pointe assessment with a dance 

physiotherapist. This assessment will help ascertain a student’s physical readiness for the 
commencement of pointe work including the flexibility and strength of the feet. 

Medical fraternities advise that a young student should not commence pointe work before 
the age of eleven or twelve years as the cartilage and bones of the feet are still soft. The 
student would normally have been studying ballet for about three to four years prior to 
going ‘en pointe’. Serious damage could occur if pointe work is taken up at too early an 
age before the correct development of all the muscles. 

There is no rule for how long a pointe shoe will last. A young student having one or two 
lessons per week including some pointe work, will no doubt grow out of their shoes before 
the shoes wear out. A more advanced student will require two to three pairs of shoes per 
term, depending on the repetitious nature of their classes, the humidity and the type of 
flooring in the studio.

Binding
The tape that finishes the top edge of the 
upper which also encases the drawstring. 

Block / Box
The hardened surface area of a pointe 
shoe which includes the vamp, wings and 
platform, surrounds the front section of 
the foot. The Block/Box is made from 
the application of numerous layers of 
special fabrics, all with different shapes, 
bound together by the paste in between 
each layer. This process is very similar to 
the process of papier maché.  

Drawstring
A length of either cotton cord or elastic 
cord encased within the binding that 
allows the upper to form a snug fit 
around the foot. 

Heel Strap 
A satin tab which is sewn over the joining 
seams of the back uppers. 

Last
The foot shaped mold which the pointe 
shoe is manufactured around.

Outsole
The outer most sole of pointe shoes  
is made from leather.

Paste
A specially formulated glue type 
substance, which is used in both the 
process of hardening the toe Block/Box  
and attaching the insole to the inside of 
the pointe shoe. 

Platform
The flattened surface at the toe end of 
the pointe shoe which allows the dancer 
to balance ‘en pointe’.  

Pleats 
The measured pleating which draws 
the satin over the Box which mets the 
Outsole. 

Shank / Insole
A combination of layers of special 
materials into a unique profile which 
forms the structural anchor similar to 
the way a spine supports the human 
body. Shanks/insoles are developed in 
different profiles creating various levels 
of flexibility.  

Side Seam 
The stitching on the side seam is a 
double French stitch which ensures 
strength and sews front Upper to the 
back Upper. 

Sock 
A thin suede or cotton fabric covering  
the inner Shank. 

Upper
All the parts above the shoe’s sole that 
are joined together to become a single 
unit which is then attached to the Insole 
and Outsole. 

Vamp
The lower forward part of the shoe’s 
upper, covering the forepart of the foot 
and includes the Block/Box and 
Platform. 

Vamp (Modified)
The measurement from the centre 
middle of the drawstring to the edge of 
the Platform.

Vamp Shape / Throat Line
The shape of the entrance area for the 
front of the foot. In Bloch pointe shoes  
the Vamp shape is either ‘U’ shaped or  
‘V’ shaped.

Wing
Each of the two symmetrical sides of the 
vamp directed toward the heel. The outer 
edge of the hardened toe Block/Box  
that contain a lesser amount of material 
and paste. The Wings can vary in shape 
and hardness depending on the style of 
pointe shoe or the dancers preference.
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Please use the table below as a guide only. The information provided is based on our 
experience at Bloch in fitting pointe shoes to thousands of dancers at every level of  
training from a dancer’s very first pointe shoe to professional dancers in many companies 
both overseas and nationally. Example: Because the Last suits her foot an Advanced student 
may prefer to wear an Amelie which is generally fitted to a beginner, or a beginner may need  
extra support from a shoe such as an Aspiration.
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DANCER LEVEL
Style / Pointe Shoe

S0102 
AMELIE SOFT • •
S0109 
HANNAH • •
S0133 
SYLPHIDE • •
S0132 
SUPRIMA • • • •
S0180 
HERITAGE • • • •
S0161 
GRACE • • •
S0175 
SYNTHESIS • • •
S0129 
JETSTREAM • • •
S0131 
SERENADE • • •
S0130 
SONATA • • •
S0141V 
SERENE V • • •
S0105 
ASPIRATION • • •
S0100 
SYNERGY • • •
S0160 
EUROPEAN BALANCE • • •
S0172 
EUROSTRETCH • • •
SM140/SM141 
WHISPER • • •
S0104 
ALPHA • •
S0108 
AXIOM • •

Pointe Shoe 
Styles
A guide to which 
styles may suit  
different dancer’s 
technical level and 
ability 
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S0104 - ALPHA • • • •
S0102 - AMELIE SOFT • • • •
S0105 - ASPIRATION • • • •
S0108 - AXIOM • • • • •
S0160 - EUROPEAN BALANCE • • • • • •
S0172 - EUROSTRETCH • • • • • •
S0161 - GRACE • • • • •
S0109 - HANNAH • • • •
S0180 - HERITAGE • • • • • •
S0129 - JETSTREAM • • • •
S0131 - SERENADE • • • •
S0141V - SERENE V • • • •
S0130 - SONATA • • • • •
S0132 - SUPRIMA • • • •
S0133 - SYLPHIDE • • • •
S0100 - SYNERGY • • • •
S0175 - SYNTHESIS • • • •
SM140/SM141 - WHISPER • • • •
S0135 - DEMI POINTE • •
S0134 - SUEDE SOLE (DEMI) • •

Pa
st

e

Pointe Shoe 
Features
Bloch pointe shoes 
are available in  
eighteen styles  
to suit varied  
shaped feet and  
performance levels

This huge range offers a wide and varied selection for the individual dancer to choose the most 
appropriate shoe to fit her feet. 

There are only three styles of pointe shoes which are available in a stock line with a stronger 
backed Shank and these are Suprima, Serenade and Sonata. These shoes are marked on the 
Outsole with an asterisk or a triangular shape near the size imprint. These shoes are made 
stronger by adding an extra centre board into the Shank of the shoe. With this extra support 
under the metatarsal the shoes usually have a longer Vamp than standard shoes. Although  
it is possible to have even stronger shoes made with a double or triple Shank, these special 
orders are made only after a consultation with an experienced fitter incurring an additional  
cost of a special order fee.

Professional dancers in ballet companies have their own Specification Sheet with details and 
measurements of every feature recorded so that bulk shoe orders are all made with consistency. 
When shoes are made to a dancer’s specification of Last shape, Vamp measurements, heel 
height, Paste, Inner Shank, Platform and Outsole, the choice becomes unlimited.
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Pointe Shoe Conversion  Guide

This is a guide only to the fitting sizes since Lasts vary in shape, length and the width of foot needs to be taken into consideration.

FRACTIONAL (US /AUS) 4 4½ 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8 8½ 9 9½ 10 10½ 11

STRAIGHT (UK) 1 1½ 2 2½ 3 3½ 4 4½ 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8 8½ 9

EUROPEAN 32 33½ 34 34½ 35 35½ 36 36½ 37 37½ 38 39 40 41 42 43 44

S0104 
ALPHA 2 2½ 3 3½ 4 4½ 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8 8½ 9

S0103 
AMELIE 2 2½ 3 3½ 4 4½ 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8

S0102 
AMELIE SOFT 2 2½ 3 3½ 4 4½ 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8

S0105 
ASPIRATION 2 2½ 3 3½ 4 4½ 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8 8½ 9

S0108 
AXIOM 2 2½ 3 3½ 4 4½ 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8

S0160 EUROPEAN 
BALANCE 2 2½ 3 3½ 4 4½ 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8

S0172 
EUROSTRETCH 2 2½ 3 3½ 4 4½ 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8

S0161 
GRACE 2 2½ 3 3½ 4 4½ 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8

S0109 
HANNAH 2 2½ 3 3½ 4 4½ 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8

S0180 
HERITAGE 2 2½ 3 3½ 4 4½ 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8

S0129 
JETSTREAM 2 2½ 3 3½ 4 4½ 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8

S0131 
SERENADE 1 1½ 2 2½ 3 3½ 4 4½ 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8 8½ 9

S0141V 
SERENE V 2 2½ 3 3½ 4 4½ 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8 8½ 9

S0130 
SONATA 2 2½ 3 3½ 4 4½ 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8 8½ 9

S0132 
SUPRIMA 1 1½ 2 2½ 3 3½ 4 4½ 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8 8½ 9

S0133 
SYLPHIDE 1 1½ 2 2½ 3 3½ 4 4½ 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8

S0100 
SYNERGY 2 2½ 3 3½ 4 4½ 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8

S0175 
SYNTHESIS 2 2½ 3 3½ 4 4½ 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8

SM140/SM141 
WHISPER 2 2½ 3 3½ 4 4½ 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8

S0135 - DEMI
LEATHER SOLE 13½ 1 1½ 2 2½ 3 3½ 4 4½ 5 5½ 6 6½

S0134 - DEMI SOFT 
SUEDE SOLE 1 1½ 2 2½ 3 3½ 4 4½ 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½

   SPECIAL FEATURES
• The Alpha Last is a conventional flat design and suits a majority of foot shapes.  
    The three/quarter cut down Outsole emphasizes the point of contact under the instep 
    facilitating optimal foot articulation.

• The Shank has been prepared for the dancer to cut to their desired length. We recommend  
 leaving the inner soft leather board for arch comfort. With less resistance from the Shank  
 past the break point, the dancer will feel well supported and uplifted when ‘en pointe’. 

• The long Vamp supports the foot by preventing it from over arching.

• The Platform is both wide and high to allow maximum balance when ‘en pointe’. 

• The sides of the Upper are cut low and the heel contoured. 

• Paste B is used to enable the shoe to mold quickly to the shape of the foot and   
 facilitates articulation. 

• The Alpha is a highly specialized pointe shoe and should only be worn by dancers with  
 strong leg and foot muscles.

Last Conventional Flat
Suits a variety of foot shapes

Shank (Insole) Medium
Supports the instep ‘en pointe’ 
at the three quarter

Vamp Length Long
Enhances alignment 
and prevents rolling over

Vamp Shape U Shape
Complements the long Vamp

Platform Oval
Centres the line of the foot into 
the box

Outsole Three/Quarter
Narrow waist

Sides Low Cut
Enhances the profile of the foot

Heel Shape Narrow
Cradles the heel

Paste B
Designed to mold quickly 
to the shape of the foot and 
enhances foot articulation

Drawstring Cord

S0104

Alpha
Advanced students 
and professionals 
with strong leg and 
foot development
The Alpha has a unique 
three quarter (cut down) 
Outsole which provides 
minimal resistance under 
the instep past the 
breakpoint.

Sizes 2-8 including ½ sizes 
Widths NX, X, XX, XXX 
Shank Strength Professional
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   SPECIAL FEATURES
• The Amelie Soft has a graded Shank which allows the foot to roll up onto pointe with  
 ease and emphasises the line of the instep while the angled Platform stabilizes the foot. 

• The gently curved sides of the Box encourage the foot into correct alignment when   
 ‘en pointe’ while the shallow Box encases and supports the toes laterally. The elastic   
 drawstring draws the shoe around the foot.

• The combination of these features makes the Amelie Soft suitable for a variety of foot  
 shapes especially for the beginner or elementary level dancer who requires a flexible shoe.

Last Curved
Emphasises the arch 
of the foot ‘en pointe’

Shank (Insole) Flexible
Assists in arching the foot

Vamp Length Medium
Supports the foot

Vamp Shape Slight V
Acts as a barrier to help  
stabilize the foot

Platform Oblong
Enables lateral support ‘en pointe’

Outsole Full Length 
Narrow waist

Sides Medium
Encompasses the foot

Heel Shape Medium
Encases the heel in the shoe

Paste B
Designed to mold quickly 
to the shape of the foot and 
enhances foot articulation

Drawstring Elastic

S0102

Amelie Soft
Beginners and  
young students
 
The Amelie Soft is an 
introductory pointe shoe 
designed for dancers  
new to pointe work.

Sizes 2-8 including ½ sizes 
Widths NX, X, XX, XXX
Shank Strength Flexible

   SPECIAL FEATURES
• The Aspiration is designed to give the dancer when ‘en pointe’ the feeling of  
    being elevated up out of the shoe and held away from the floor.

• The Shank has an added shortened board under the metatarsal which provides stability  
 and support, however this extra board does not extend to the heel. This allows the foot  
    to arch at the three/quarter point with the heel being able to arch away from the foot.

• The Platform is both high and wide to allow maximum balance when ‘en pointe’.

• The sizes of this shoe are smaller than some of the other styles. When fitting this   
    shoe it may be necessary to go up half to a full size. Please refer to the “Pointe Shoe 
    Conversion Guide” on page 9.

Last Conventional Flat
Suits a variety of foot shapes

Shank (insole) Medium  
Three/Quarters
Supports the instep ‘en pointe’ 
at the three/quarter

Vamp Length Medium
Supports the foot

Vamp Shape U Shape
Complements the long Vamp

Platform Wide
Helps to stabilise the foot ‘en 
pointe’

Outsole Full Length
Wide cut

Sides Medium
Encompasses the foot

Heel Shape Deep
Encases the heel

Paste A
Has resilience and is less 
affected by climatic conditions 
such as heat and humidity

Drawstring Cord

Sizes 2-9 including ½ sizes 
Widths B, C, D, E
Shank Strength Standard

S0105

Aspiration
Advanced students 
and professionals 
The Aspiration is designed 
for the advanced 
dancer with high flexible 
insteps and ankles.
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Misty Copeland
Principal, American Ballet Theatre 

wears custom Bloch Axiom pointe shoes

   SPECIAL FEATURES
• The Axiom is an ideal performance shoe for a dancer with strong leg and foot  
 muscular development. The shoe molds to the shape of the foot providing many  
 internal contact points.

• The full length Shank is pasted up to the three/quarter and is not tacked at the heel.  
 The standard design can be tailored by cutting the Shank to the position where there  
 is no arch resistance from the break point to the heel. With less resistance from the  
 Shank past the break point the dancer will feel well supported and uplifted when ‘en pointe’.

• The tapered Box with medium to long Vamp and Wings keeps the foot centred and  
 held laterally.

• The Axiom has diagonal side seams which reduces satin creasing on the upper.

• The low profile creates an elegant, graceful leg line and enhances foot articulation.

Last Flat & Shallow
Suits a variety of foot shapes

Shank (Insole) Medium 
Unsecured at Heel
Allows heel to arch away  
from instep

Vamp Length Medium to Long
Enhances alignment 
and prevents rolling over

Vamp Shape Slight V
Holds the foot ‘en pointe’

Platform Oblong
Enables lateral support ‘en pointe’

Outsole Full Length
Standard cut

Sides Very Low Cut with 
Diagonal Seam
Accentuates the profile  
of the foot

Heel Shape Short & Narrow 
with Heel Cushion
Cups the heel and maintains 
heel shape

Paste B
Designed to be malleable 
and to mold quickly to the 
shape of the foot

Drawstring Cord

S0108

Axiom
Advanced students 
and professionals  
with strong leg and  
foot muscular  
development
The Axiom is an ideal 
performance shoe for  
the strong developed  
foot, providing support  
with flexibility.

Sizes 2-8 including ½ sizes 
Widths NX, 1X, 2X, 3X
Shank Strength Standard 
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   SPECIAL FEATURES
• The Eurostretch features a unique stretch satin upper which lengthens when the foot is flat 
 or in demi plié and returns to its original form when ‘en pointe’. The innovative stretch satin 
 ensures an overall wrinkle free profile.

• The composite fabric encased Shank structurally complements the bone and muscular   
 shape of the foot while supporting the ¾ break of the instep. The heel alignment is kept in   
 place by an elastic strap between the layers of the Shank. A fortifying  centre tack provides   
 additional Shank resilience.

• The split Outsole allows the Shank the freedom to move with foot articulation.

• The Upper lining is divided into three fabric sections featuring a light weight stretch fabric   
 Box lining, a narrow section of thin material for easy sewing of ribbons plus the soft suede   
 heel cups the back of the foot providing a non slip surface.

• The elastic Drawstring is encased in a stretch satin binding.

• Inside the Box at the Platform is a soft sponge cushion which gives extra comfort and   
 protection when standing ‘en pointe’ and acts as a shock absorber.

Last Curved
Emphasises the arch 
of the foot ‘en pointe’

Shank (insole) Medium Flexible
Assists in arching the foot

Vamp Length Medium
Supports the foot

Vamp Shape Open U
Holds the foot ‘en pointe’

Platform Wide & Deep
Gives maximum balance and 
equilibrium

Outsole Split 
Increases arch shank contact

Sides Low cut 
Enhances the profile of the foot

Heel Shape Medium 
Cradles the heel

Paste A
Has resilience and is less 
affected by climatic conditions 
such as heat and humidity

Drawstring Elastic

US. Patent #6,895,693 
Protected by 1 additional  
Patent pending.

S0172

Eurostretch
Advanced students 
and professionals
The Eurostretch pointe shoe 
is a revolutionary design 
engineered to achieve the 
optimal line of gravity and 
aesthetic elegance of the 
foot ‘en pointe’.

Sizes 3½-8 including ½ sizes 
Widths X, XX, XXX
Shank Strength 
Flexible and supportive

   SPECIAL FEATURES
• The European Balance has a curved Last which closely mimics the natural contours of  
 the foot so the Shank remains in close contact with the instep.

• The generous Platform encourages balanced weight distribution and can reduce pressure  
 on individual metatarsals.

• The European Balance has diagonal side seams which reduces satin creasing.

• The low profile of the shoe and the open throat line of the Vamp shape plus the elastic  
 drawstring creates a streamlined improved snug fit.

Last Curved
Emphasises the arch 
of the foot ‘en pointe’

Shank (insole) Medium Flexible
Assists in arching the foot

Vamp Length Medium
Supports the foot

Vamp Shape Open U
Holds the foot ‘en pointe’

Platform Wide & Deep
Gives maximum balance and 
equilibrium

Outsole Full 
Wide Metatarsal 
& narrow waist

Sides Low cut  
with diagonal seams
Enhances the profile of the foot

Heel Shape Medium  
with Heel Cushion
Cradles the heel

Paste A
Has resilience and is less 
affected by climatic conditions 
such as heat and humidity

Drawstring Elastic

Sizes 2-8 including ½ sizes 
Widths X, XX, XXX
Shank Strength Standard 

S0160

European 
Balance
Students and  
professionals
The European Balance 
makes the dancer feel like 
they could stay ‘en pointe’ 
all day as the curved Last 
closely follows the natural 
contours of the foot.
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   SPECIAL FEATURES
• The Grace Last reflects the shape of the foot, engaging the point of contact between shoe  
 and foot when ‘en pointe’ especially under the instep area. Due to the low profile of the shoe  
 the aesthetic line highlights the foot with a lateral flat substructure, increasing even weight  
 distribution. 

• The Shank is the revolutionary patented Relevease which uses biomimicry to echo the  
 function of the human spine giving full flexion and easy roll through demi to ‘en pointe’. The  
 shank is not attached at the heel allowing the insole to bend high at the break of the foot  
 and to connect at the arch creating uplift. 

• The Vamp is medium length incorporating a graduated Box and the firm Wings provide extra  
 support for longevity.

• Included under the Pleats is a noise reduction technology lessening and softening any sound  
 resonance on stage. 

• To give excellent stability and balance in all direction the Platform is flattened and   
 streamlined.

• The durable full grain leather Outsole, with lightweight construction and laser-scored pattern  
 has been double stitched providing ultimate traction and control. 
 
The shoes are accompanied by unattached small crescent shaped toe cushions which are 
included for additional comfort if required and to be inserted into the Box at the Platform.

Last Curved
Emphasises the arch 
of the foot ‘en pointe’

Shank (insole) Medium
Assists in arching the foot

Vamp Length Medium
Supports the foot

Vamp Shape U
Holds the foot ‘en pointe’

Platform Wide Deep & Flat
Gives maximum balance and 
equilibrium

Outsole Full 
Narrow waist

Sides Low cut 
Enhances the profile of the foot

Heel Shape Medium 
Cradles the heel

Paste A
Has resilience and is less 
affected by climatic conditions 
such as heat and humidity

Drawstring Elastic

S0161

Grace
Students and  
professionals
The Grace is the newest 
addition to the extensive 
range of Bloch pointe 
shoes and has been fine 
tuned in its production 
to be the lightest in 
weight yet still offering 
exceptional support and 
uplift when ‘en pointe’.

Sizes 2-8 including ½ sizes 
Widths NX, X, XX, XXX
Shank Strength 
Flexible and supportive

Mathilde Froustey
San Francisco Ballet 

Wearing Bloch Stretch Pointe Shoes
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Polina Semionova
Principal Guest, Staatsballett Berlin 

wears custom Bloch pointe shoes

   SPECIAL FEATURES
• The Hannah is made on a curved Last that is shallow and maintains contact with the instep  
 when the foot is ‘en pointe’. The shoe arches with the foot and emphasises the line of the  
 arch while still providing support. 

• The Vamp is medium which supports the foot ‘en pointe’ by bringing the weight over onto  
 the Platform.

• The Shank is structured to be very flexible and to allow full mobility of the foot to rise  
 through the flat, ¼, ½, ¾ and ⅞ to full ‘en pointe’.

• The flat wide Box assists the reduction of pressure on individual metatarsals and the narrow  
 profile and low sides accentuate a sleek and aesthetic profile.

• The generous wide Platform encourages even weight distribution.

Last Curved
Emphasises the arch 
of the foot ‘en pointe’

Shank (insole) Flexible
Assists in arching the foot

Vamp Length Medium
Supports the foot

Vamp Shape U Shape
Holds the foot ‘en pointe’

Platform Wide & Deep
Gives maximum balance and 
equilibrium

Outsole Full 
Narrow waist

Sides Medium to Low
Enhances the profile of the foot

Heel Shape Medium
Encases the heel in the shoe

Paste A
Has resilience and is less 
affected by climatic conditions 
such as heat and humidity

Drawstring Cord

Sizes 2-8 including ½ sizes 
Widths NX, X, XX, XXX
Shank Strength Flexible

S0109

Hannah
Beginners and 
young students
The Hannah has been 
designed to build  
strength through a  
flexible shanked shoe.
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   SPECIAL FEATURES
• The Jetstream Shank is not secured at the heel and gives less resistance past the break  
 point. The dancer will feel well supported and up lifted when ‘en pointe’.

• The Box has been lined with EVA cushioning and molds to the contours of the foot for  
 greater comfort and shock absorbency. This cushioning helps to reduce the need for extra  
 or additional padding.

• The lower sides of the shoe give the foot an enhanced profile.

• The medium - low Vamp offers less resistance and allows the dancer to arch her feet over  
 the Platform. 

Last Conventional
Suits a variety of feet

Shank (insole) Medium Flexible
Allows heel to arch away 
from the instep

Vamp Length Medium to Low
Supports the foot

Vamp Shape U Shape
Holds the foot ‘en pointe’

Platform Wide & Deep
Gives maximum balance and 
equilibrium

Outsole Full 
Standard Cut

Sides Medium to Low
Encompasses the foot

Heel Shape Medium
Encases the heel in the shoe

Paste A
Has resilience and is less 
affected by climatic conditions 
such as heat and humidity

Drawstring Cord 

Sizes 2-8 including ½ sizes 
Widths A, B, C, D
Shank Strength Standard 

S0129

Jetstream
Dancers at all levels
The Jetstream has a 
unique and innovative 
Box design, cushion lined 
for greater comfort.

Dusty Button
wears custom Bloch Jetstream pointe shoes
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Benedicte Bemet
Principal Artist with The Australian Ballet 
wears custom Bloch Serenade pointe shoes

   SPECIAL FEATURES
• The Serenade design of the Shank under the metatarsal assists in holding the foot back  
 in the shoe consequently the foot is well supported.

• The Last is narrow at the heel and structured with a shallow profile, which holds the toes   
    straight and flat in the Box.

• The Platform is an oblong shape with less height in the Box, which helps to give lateral  
 support when ‘en pointe’. The wide Platform of this shoe can help support a dancer who  
 is inclined to sickle or fall off pointe sideways.

• The Serenade is available in standard and strong Shank which makes it ideal for class  
 and performance.

Last Conventional
Suits a variety of foot shapes

Shank (insole) Medium
Assists in arching the foot

Vamp Length Medium
Supports the foot

Vamp Shape U Shape
Holds the foot ‘en pointe’

Platform Oblong
Enables lateral support ‘en pointe’

Outsole Full 
Standard cut

Sides Medium
Encompasses the foot

Heel Shape Narrow
Hugs the heel

Paste A
Has resilience and is less 
affected by climatic conditions 
such as heat and humidity

Drawstring Cord

Sizes 2-9 including ½ sizes 
Widths B, C, D, E
Shank Strength 
Standard/Strong

S0131

Serenade
Student to  
professional
The Serenade is 
designed for the 
advanced dancer who 
may need extra support 
to control the foot 
laterally and offers a 
narrow, snug fit at the 
heel.
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   SPECIAL FEATURES
• The Heritage Shank is designed to be flexible, supportive ‘en pointe’ and durable which   
makes it an ideal shoe for both rehearsal and performance. The medium strength Shank   
promotes foot articulation and can help the dancer achieve demi pointe.

• The flat pleating under the Box creates a smooth surface and greater stability when  
 running, walking or standing flat.

• The cupped heel shape incorporates a firm heel lining. This provides the dancer with a   
feeling of security and assists in maintaining the shape of the shoe in both the standing  
 and ‘en pointe’ positions.

• Inside the Box at the Platform is a soft sponge cushion insert which gives extra comfort  
 and protection when standing ‘en pointe’ and acts as a shock absorber.

• The Outsole has a unique, highly defined waist for less reistance when arching and at the    
    centre of the pleats the oval shape supports the toes in a straight line.

Last Curved
Emphasises the arch 
of the foot ‘en pointe’

Shank (insole) Medium Flexible
Assists in arching the foot

Vamp Length Medium
Supports the foot

Vamp Shape Low cut V shaped
Accentuates the line of the leg

Platform Wide & Deep
Gives maximum balance and 
equilibrium

Outsole Full 
Ovall at Pleats wide metatarsal

Sides Low cut
Enhances the profile of the foot

Heel Shape Medium  
with Heel Cushion
Cups the heel and maintains  
heel shape heel counter

Paste A
Has resilience and is less 
affected by climatic conditions 
such as heat and humidity

Drawstring Cord

S0180

Heritage
Dancers at all levels
The Heritage was inspired 
by our Russian backround 
and the design of this low 
V-Vamp lengthens the 
asthetic line of the foot 
from the V to the ankle.

Sizes 2-8 including ½ sizes 
Widths NX, X, XX, XXX
Shank Strength Standard 

   SPECIAL FEATURES
• The Serene V has an ultra V shaped Vamp which encompasses the foot and together with  
 the oblong Platform, assists with lateral balance and promotes alignment when ‘en pointe’. 

• The distinct V shaped Vamp visually lengthens the line of the leg for a slender and   
 streamlined aesthetic.

• The high Wings and sides control the foot to prevent a sickle.

• The Shank is designed to promote foot articulation and to help the dancer achieve  
 demi-pointe.

• A special fine cushioning under the Pleats softens the sound of the Box when the dancer  
 is running or jumping.

Last Conventional
Suits a variety of foot shapes

Shank (insole) Medium
Assists in arching the foot

Vamp Length Medium
Supports the foot

Vamp Shape V Shape
Forms a barrier providing 
maximum support

Platform Oblong
Enables lateral support ‘en pointe’

Outsole Full 
Standard cut

Sides High
Encompasses the foot

Heel Shape Narrow
Hugs the heel

Paste A
Has resilience and is less 
affected by climatic conditions 
such as heat and humidity

Drawstring Cord

S0141V

Serene V
Students through  
to professionals
The Serene has an ultra 
V shaped Vamp which 
visually enhances the line 
of the foot and lengthens 
the line of the leg.

Sizes 2-9 including ½ sizes 
Widths B, C, D, E
Shank Strength Standard
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   SPECIAL FEATURES
• The Sonata has a Shank which is not secured at the heel. With less resistance from the  
 Shank past the break point, the dancer will feel well supported and uplifted when ‘en pointe’. 

• The combination of the unsecured heel, the shape of the Platform and the design of the  
 Shank work together to stabilize, support and align the foot ‘en pointe’.

• Inside the Box at the Platform is a soft sponge cushion insert, which gives extra comfort  
 and protection when standing ‘en pointe’ and acts as a shock absorber.

• For the dancer with very flexible arches this shoe actively supports the foot under the  
 metatarsals but still allows the foot to arch at the  three/quarter.

• The Sonata is available in both standard and strong Shank which makes it ideal for class  
 and performance.

• A special fine cushioning under the Pleats softens the sound of the Box when the dancer  
 is running or jumping.

Last Conventional
Suits a variety of foot shapes

Shank Medium
Unsecured at heel allows heel  
to arch away from instep

Vamp Length Medium
Supports the foot

Vamp Shape U Shape
Holds the foot ‘en pointe’

Platform Oval
Centres the line of the foot into 
the box

Outsole Full 
Standard cut

Sides Low
Encompasses the foot

Heel Shape Narrow
Hugs the heel

Paste A
Has resilience and is less 
affected by climatic conditions 
such as heat and humidity

Drawstring Cord

S0130

Sonata
Students and 
Professionals with 
flexible arches
The Sonata has an 
unsecured heel and with 
the design of the Shank 
works together to stabilize, 
support  
and align the foot  
‘en pointe’.

Sizes 2-9 including ½ sizes 
Widths B, C, D, E
Shank Strength Standard/Strong

   SPECIAL FEATURES
• The Suprima is made on a narrow Last which gives the shoe it’s streamlined shape,  
 fitting snugly at the heel.

• The Box is tapered down to the toe and the oval shape of the Platform is small which  
 gives an elegant line to the foot and leg.

• The Vamp is standard in length and the Shank is designed to support but to allow the foot  
 to arch.

• The Suprima is available in both standard and strong Shank which makes it ideal for class  
 and performance.

Last Conventional
Suits a variety of foot shapes

Shank (insole) Medium
Assists in arching the foot

Vamp Length Medium
Supports the foot

Vamp Shape U Shape
Holds the foot ‘en pointe’

Platform Round
Encourages the centralisation of 
weight

Outsole Full 
Standard Cut

Sides Medium
Encompasses the foot

Heel Shape Narrow
Hugs the heel

Paste A
Has resilience and is less 
affected by climatic conditions 
such as heat and humidity

Drawstring Cord

Sizes 2-9 including ½ sizes 
Widths B, C, D, E
Shank Strength 
Standard/Strong

S0132

Suprima
Dancers at all 
levels
The Suprima, with 
a tapered toe and 
snug fitting heel is a 
traditional and classic 
Bloch design which 
suits many shapes of 
feet.
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   SPECIAL FEATURES
• The Synergy is designed to give the dancer the feeling of being elevated up and away  
 from the floor.

• This shoe holds the foot high and centred giving the dancer stability ‘en pointe’ and the  
 aesthetic appearance of an upside down letter L when ‘en pointe’.

• The high and wide Platform and the unique stitching around the Box and wings of the  
 Synergy give extra support to the dancer when ‘en pointe’.

• The foot is supported by the many areas of contact inside the Box so the metatarsal is  
 held firm and the toes straight.

• This shoe is best suited to dancers with highly flexible insteps and ankles. The open  
 design of the U shaped Vamp enhances the line of the leg and foot.

Last Conventional Flat
Emphasises the arch 
of the foot ‘en pointe’

Shank Medium
Assists in arching the foot

Vamp Length Medium
Supports the foot

Vamp Shape U Shape
Holds the foot ‘en pointe’

Platform Wide
Helps to stabilise the foot ‘en 
pointe’

Outsole Full 
Narrow waist

Sides Medium to Low
Enhances the profile of the foot

Heel Shape Medium
Encases the heel in the shoe

Paste B
Designed to be malleable 
and to mold quickly to the 
shape of the foot

Drawstring Cord

Sizes 2-8 including ½ sizes 
Widths Y, YY, YYY
Shank Strength Standard

S0100

Synergy
Advanced students 
and professionals
The Synergy is designed 
to give the dancer ‘en 
pointe’ the feeling of  
being elevated up and 
away from the floor.

Laura Hidalgo
Principal with Queensland Ballet 
wears custom Bloch Synergy pointe shoes
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   SPECIAL FEATURES
• The Sylphide shoe is made on a conventional Last and the E fitting of these shoes is 
    the widest inside fitting of all Bloch styles of pointe shoes.

• The Shank design under the metatarsal offers less resistance allowing the toes to arch  
 over assisting the dancer to roll up onto pointe.

• The medium length of the Vamp encourages the foot to be correctly positioned on the  
 oval Platform. 

• The generous internal space of the Box area allows the foot to be inserted deep into  
 the shoe. 

• The features of the Sylphide combine to make this a suitable shoe for beginners and are  
 excellent for the very wide or young foot, which has had little training in pointe work.

Last Conventional
Suits the broader foot shapes

Shank (insole) Medium
Assists in arching the foot

Vamp Length Medium
Supports the foot

Vamp Shape U Shape
Holds the foot ‘en pointe’

Platform Oval
Centres the line of the foot into 
the box

Outsole Full 
Standard cut

Sides Medium
Encompasses the foot

Heel Shape Deep
Encases the heel in the shoe

Paste A
Has resilience and is less 
affected by climatic conditions 
such as heat and humidity

Drawstring Cord

Sizes 1-8 including ½ 
Also available in girls 
sizes 11-13½
Widths A, B, C, D, E
Shank Strength Standard

S0133

Sylphide
Beginners and 
young students
The Sylphide is Bloch’s 
legacy shoe and is based 
on the first pointe shoe 
designed by Jacob Bloch.

   SPECIAL FEATURES
• The Synthesis is part of the Bloch Stretch Series which feature a unique stretch satin  
 Upper which lengthens when the foot is flat or on demi pointe and returns to its original form  
 when ‘en pointe’. This eliminates excess fabric and promotes a wrinkle free profile.

• The Last has been designed with a flat outline which facilitates extra stability when standing  
 flat.

• The Shank is the revolutionary patented Relevease which uses biomimicry to echo the  
 function of the human spine giving full flexion and easy roll through demi to ‘en pointe’. The  
 shank is not attached at the heel allowing the insole to bend high at the break of the foot  
 and to connect at the arch creating uplift. 

• The Vamp is medium length incorporating a graduated Box and the firm Wings provide extra  
 support for longevity.

• The internal suede heel grip prevents the shoe from slipping when moving between flat and  
 ‘en pointe’. 

• The wide, tapered and low profile Platform is clearly defined to accentuate balance and  
 equilibrium. Under the pleats the noise reduction technology assists in reducing sound when  
 on stage. 

• The shoes are accompanied by attached small crescent shaped toe cushions which are  
 included for additional toe comfort if required and to be inserted into the Box at the Platform. 

Last Curved
Emphasises the arch 
of the foot ‘en pointe’

Shank (insole) Relevease
Assists in arching the foot

Vamp Length Medium
Supports the foot

Vamp Shape U
Holds the foot ‘en pointe’

Platform Oblong
Gives maximum balance and 
equilibrium

Outsole Full 
Narrow waist

Sides Low cut 
Enhances the profile of the foot

Heel Shape Medium 
Cradles the heel

Paste A
Has resilience and is less 
affected by climatic conditions 
such as heat and humidity

Drawstring Elastic

S0175

Synthesis
Students and  
professionals
The Synthesis is one of 
the latest additions to the 
extensive range of Bloch 
pointe shoes and is part of 
the Stretch Series.

Sizes 3-8 including ½ sizes 
Widths NX, X, XX, XXX
Shank Strength 
Flexible and supportive
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   SPECIAL FEATURES
• The Whipser by Mirella has a shank which is supportive and flexible at the heel allowing  
 the foot to arch in a well aligned manner enabling the metatarsal area to be lengthened. The  
 shank is encased in a soft cotton fabric for subtle textural difference. 

• The Last shape closely follows the natural contours of the foot. Due to the low profile  
 feature of the shoe the aesthetic line is enhanced to highlight the profile of the foot. 

• The innovative makeup of the internal Box materials significantly increases the comfort  
 factor which minimises the requirements of additional or bulky toe protection

• The outer suede sole provides maximum lateral and level contact with the floor which assists  
 in stable balance. 

• A special fabric has been placed under the pleats to lessen the sounds when dancing, giving  
 the dancer the Whisper effect.

• The matte upper version gives the dancer the option of having a  
 non shiny pointe shoe choice

Last Curved
Improves weight distribution

Shank Flexible
Assists in arching the foot

Vamp Length Medium
Supports the foot

Vamp Shape U Shape
Holds the foot ‘en pointe’

Platform Wide & Deep
Gives maximum balance and 
equilibrium

Outsole Full 
Narrow waist

Sides Medium to Low
Enhances the profile of the foot

Heel Shape Medium
Encases the heel in the shoe

Paste A
Has resilience and is less 
affected by climatic conditions 
such as heat and humidity

Drawstring Cord

Sizes 2-8 including ½ sizes 
Widths NX, X, XX, XXX
Shank Strength 1/2 Supported

SM140 (SATIN) 
SM141 (MATTE)

Mirella
Whisper
All dancers from  
students to  
professionals
The Whisper has a 
shank that is supportive 
and flexible at the heel 
allowing the foot to arch in 
a well defined manner.

Available in  
matte (pictured)  

and satin

Demi  
Pointes

The S0135 has a leather outsole and is made  
on the same last as the Sylphide pointe shoe. 
The generous internal space of the Box area  
allows the foot to be inserted deep into the shoe. 
The resistance of the leather Outsole ensures that 
maximum strength is gained from working in 
the S0135 Demi-pointe.

The S0134 has a soft suede Outsole and is made 
on the same last as the Suprima pointe shoe. This 
Demi-pointe has a streamlined shape and fits 
snugly at the heel because of the tapered and narrow
Last. The suede sole has a narrow waist and closely 
mimics the natural contours of the foot staying in 
close contact with the instep. This shoe has low  
cut sides and accentuates the profile of the foot.

S0135 

D E M I  P O I N T E
Demi pointe with 
leather outsole 
 

S0134 

D E M I  P O I N T E
Demi pointe with 
suede outsole

Sizes 1-6½ 
Widths A, B, C

Sizes 2-7½ 
Widths A, B, C 

Bloch first developed the Demi-pointe shoe 
in the 1960’s as a transitional shoe to help train 
dancers for pointe work. The shoes are more 
structured than ballet flats and the Outsole and Box 
provides resistance helping to build the necessary 
strength in the foot and leg muscles required for 
pointe work.

  Demi-pointes are used in class for students to 
become used to the feeling of dancing in a ‘blocked’ 
shoe. Demi-pointes are designed to offer the look 
and feel of a pointe shoe however without a hard  
Box or Shank these shoes are not suitable for  
pointe work.
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Blanket Stitching

S U E D E  TO E  C A P S
A0169

 

Bloch pointe shoes are made in the traditional 
method, using natural fibres and pastes so the 
foot absorbs less strain through the intentional 
breaking down of the shoe, helping to prevent 
injury and minimize discomfort. Before 
wearing pointe shoes for the first time some 
preparation is essential and recommended. 

Humidity and dampness are pointe shoes’ 
worst enemies so a dancer should always 
remove any protection or padding from inside 
their pointe shoes after wear. To restore the 
Box shape, gently stuff this area with absorbent 
paper for a short period of time and place the 
shoes in a dry, warm and well ventilated area, 
remembering to change the absorbent paper 
frequently. This will prevent moisture remaining 
in the Box of the shoe which can lead to the 
premature softening of the Paste and the shoe 
drying out in a distorted manner. 

If a dancer has a tendency to roll or if one foot 
is more flexible or stronger than the other, 
rotating the pair of shoes from one foot to the 
other can help them to wear more evenly. It 
is advisable for a more advanced student or 
professional dancer to use multiple pairs of 
shoes enabling one pair to dry out completely 
between wears.

To keep aerated, Pointe shoes should be 
stored in a fabric or open mesh bag.

Pointe shoe preparation
Darning underneath and over the Platform 
using a non-shiny darning cotton will also 
buffer some sound and give additional 
shock absorption as well as helping rosin  
to adhere to the Platform. Types of stitches     
to sew around the Platform could be Cross, 
Blanket or Chain (see below).

Maintenance 
of Pointe 
Shoes  
Pointe shoes are  
a dancer’s tool, careful 
maintenance and 
preparation  
will extend their  
life expectancy
 

Cross Stitching Chain Stitching

Suede toecaps can be glued with a suitable adhesive onto and 
under the Platform, making sure the suede is level with the Platform 
at the top edge of the shoe.

P O I N T E  S H O E 
H A R D E N E R 
A6015 
Pale French Polish

P O I N T E  G L U E
95303
Extends the life of  
your pointe shoe

 Instructions for use: 
• Air and dry pointe shoes thoroughly. 
• Do not attempt to paint the hardener into the 

blocked area of the pointe shoe if the shoes 
are damp from perspiration.

• Thinly load the brush with the hardener and 
carefully paint inside the shoe from  the 
platform and up under the vamp and wings.

• Do not paint the hardener on any area 
which has not already been stiffened as  the 
hardener will seep through the satin and stain 
the fabric. 

• Repeat process after 24 hours. Two or three 
thin layers are recommended to strengthen 
the blocking of the shoe, rather than one 
thick layer which will take an extended time 

to dry and harden. This process of hardening 
the block may be used at any stage to 
prolong the life of the shoe.

• Ensure the hardener is completely dry before 
wearing the pointe shoes.

The brush, after use, should be thoroughly 
immersed in methelated spirits and cleaned 
with a soft cloth.
Do not allow any hardener to remain in the 
bristles as this will stiffen the brush.

Warning Pale French Polish is a highly 
flammable substance and should be kept away 
from heat and out of reach of children. 

Instructions for use:
• Always wear protective gloves, avoid 

breathing in the vapours and use in a well 
ventilated room and keep well away from 
eyes.

• Using the nozzle of the bottle, apply a thin 
layer of fast drying Pointe Glue deep into 
the hard area of the box. Ensure the glue 
is quickly and evenly smoothed out up to 
include the wings and upper vamp.

• The shank may also be hardened. To achieve 

the best result, lift the inner sock to reveal the 
shank and apply a thin layer of Pointe Glue 
smoothing through the required area. 

• Pointe Glue sets fast in about 10-20 seconds 
and if it gets on the skin should be washed 
off immediately with plenty of soap and warm 
water.

• 20 gram bottle which should be stored in a 
cool dry place out of direct sunlight

DA R N I N G  N E E D L E
93001

 

DA R N I N G  C OT TO N
93000 

1

2

3

4

Placement 
Of Ribbon

C O V E R T  E L A S T I C
A0185CE

E L A S TO R I B
A0185

S H E E R  S T R E TC H 
P O I N T E  S H O E  R I B B O N
A0529

1 Ribbon
2 Heel strap
3 Insole
4 Ribbon sewn onto cotton lining  

at sides of shoe

Ribbon Bundles (A0189) are sold in one 
long 2 ½ metre length so the ribbon needs to 
be cut in half and then in half again so there 
are four equal pieces, one for each side of the 
shoe. 

• Take one piece of ribbon and at one end  
fold one centimetre over once and then  
fold it over two centimetres again.

• To attach the ribbons at the correct angle, 
fold the back of the shoe forward and  
down then mark each side of the shoe on  
the cotton lining in the angle made by the fold.

• Place the folded end of the ribbon at the 
marked position and sew as shown in the 
drawing onto the side of the shoe through 
the cotton lining but not through the satin.

• The ribbons may be angled forward if      
required to hold the shoe on more securely. 
For extra support the ribbon can be sewn 
further down the shoe closer to the inner  
sole at the same position. 

Do not sew the ribbon through the binding 
as the drawstring can not be adjusted and 
the binding may pull away from the satin. The 
drawstring inside the binding of the pointe 
shoe is to adjust the tension of the width of 
the upper. It should be adjusted while on the 
foot, and tied in a double knot with the excess 
drawstring tucked into the shoe and not be 
visible. 

Do not cut the excess of the drawstring off, as 
should the knot come undone the ends would 
be lost inside the binding.

Covert Elastic is also known 
as ‘invisible elastic’ as it has a 
fine open weave so to be non-
restrictive and is dyed to match 
ballet tights. There are various 
ways to use the elastic according 
to a dancer’s preference to hold 
the shoe for added security: 

• Two pieces in a criss-cross 
pattern sewn onto the cotton 
lining.

• A single loop of elastic can be 
sewn onto the cotton lining 
just below the ankle, in the 
space between the ribbons and 
the back tab of the shoe. This 
elastic crosses the foot higher 
than the other options.

Elastic should always be 
measured for the correct length 
before being sewn on the shoe to 
ensure it is not too tight or loose.

Bloch Elastoribs are pre-cut into four pieces and each has an 
elastic piece sewn into the ribbon length not quite in the centre 
so one length is shorter than the other. The shorter length should 
be pinned to the marked area for sewing to check that when the 
ribbon is wound round the ankle the elastic sits directly behind the 
Achilles tendon. The Elastoribs come with detailed instructions in 
the packet.  

Bloch is excited to announce a professional sheer stretch pointe 
shoe ribbon, designed with a near invisible appearance that will blend 
effortlessly into a theatrical pink ballet tight. The innovative sheer 
stretch ribbon enables a snug fit without stress to the connecting 
muscles, tendons and ligaments of the ankle. Promoting natural 
flexion and extension through movement of the ankle and heel, whilst 
maintaining the correct support throughout all lower leg articulation.
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Bloch has created a revolutionary Rosin Spray 
which aids the traction between the shoe and the 
floor. The traditional corner box of crushed rosin 
has now been superseded with this Non Slip 
Professional rosin.

This easy application aerosol spray adds grip 
between the shoe and the floor increasing a non-
slip performance and providing excellent grip.

How to use

Give the can a few shakes and holding it upright, 
lightly spray the soles of your shoe and over the 
platform of pointe shoes. Check the application 
of the spray is even and ensure the clear gel is 
not tacky - so wait a few minutes for the Rosin 
Spray to dry before walking onto a floor.

The Rosin Spray can also be applied to the inside 

of a pointe shoe at the heel to assist the shoe to 
stay on the foot and can be sprayed over knots of 
ribbons for added security.

This product is highly flammable and must not be 
stored in hot conditions or above 49º Celsius. 

Bloch do not advise
• Bending shoes manually – if you are not 

precise when bending the shank the shoes 
may no longer retain the integrity of their 
design and could become dangerous.

• The use of sticking plaster over the Platform - 
this can cause moisture to be retained in the 
Box and therefore cause the platform to soften 
and sink in. 

• The use of calomine lotion to take the sheen 
from the satin – can cause the Block/Box to 
collapse.

Easy to use this non-toxic water based paint is 
perfect for colouring the satin on pointe shoes. 
Whether needing to change the colour of the 
shoe to a vibrant red, purple or black or to blend 
the shoes to match the flesh tone of a bare leg, 
this paint has been developed to encompass 
these wardrobe requirements.

How to use

Ensure the shoes are dry.  Shake well with  the 
cap on to ensure even colouring, then invert 

the bottle and remove the cap. . Gently press 
the applicator against the shoe to release the 
contents. Once product has been evenly spread 
over the shoe, rinse the applicator with water and 
dab dry with a soft cloth to keep the foam soft for 
the next application.

If paint is spilled, immediately soak up the spill 
when still wet with a dry cloth and then wipe 
away any residue with a damp sponge or cloth.  If 
paint gets on the hands wash with plenty of warm 
soapy water to remove the product.

R O S I N  S P R AY
A50302

P O I N T E  PA I N T
95305

P O I N T E  S E W I N G  K I T
A0527 

P O I N T E  S H O E  B A G
A58200 The Pointe Sewing Kit 

comprises of 235cms of 
Stretch ribbon, 50cms of 
2cm wide covert elastic, 
one stitch un-picker, two 
needles, two safety pins 
and one spool of pink 
thread. Everything required 
in one convenient tin for 
safe and easy transport. 

A practical mesh 
drawstring bag, ideal 
for keeping your pointe 
shoes together whilst 
allowing them to air

Foot Care

Foot Shapes

Toe Shapes

Foot care is an essential aspect of Pointe Work All feet differ 
so it is important for the dancer to become familiar with her own 
personal needs. Preventing any problems is always better than trying 
to cure one e.g. a blister. Below are some suggestions to ensure the 
feet are protected when doing pointe work:

Prevention methods

• Bathe feet in warm water with methylated spirits added helps to 
harden the skin and prevent blisters.

• A small amount of lambs wool can help protect a toe joint by 
wrapping the toe in the lambs wool or making a nest inside at the 
platform.

• Toe nails should be regularly checked for length but not cut too 
short.

• Always seek medical attention should symptoms like corns, 
callouses, bruised nails or blisters persist.

Products for the protection of toes are the Bloch Foot Essentials™ 
range of pointe pads, pointe cushions and prima pro pads. 

• The pointe pads and cushions are made from a thin layer of 
polymer gel inside a fabric pouch. All pads come in two sizes of 
small and medium. 

• The pointe pad design under the ball of the foot is extended to 
provide extra cushioning. 

• The pointe cushion covers across the toes and over the joints of 
the big toe and little toe, this allows the foot to be protected but to 
be aware of the floor without the bulk of the under padding. 

• The prima pad is also made with a thin layer of polymer gel inside 
on the upper of the fabric pouch but with a thin layer of material 
under the metatarsal. This gives the dancer a better contact with 
the shoe and the soft seams flatten when ‘en pointe’.

Greek  
foot  
The second 
toe is  
longer than 
the other  
toes on the 
foot.

Egyptian  
foot 
The big toe is 
longest and  
the toes slope 
in order to the 
little toe.

Giselle / 
Peasant foot 
All the toes 
are virtually 
 even, thus 
giving a  
square shaped 
foot.

There are many different  
shapes of feet however most 
fall into three categories:

Note the overall shape of toe tips as well as the width at point A and point B. 
Both Greek and Egyptian shapes have a narrow tip and wide tip types.

B
A

GREEK FOOT
Greek/tapered toe Greek/wide toe

EGYPTIAN FOOT
Egyptian/tapered toe 
Egyptian/Wide toe

GISELLE / PEASANT FOOT
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Style
Pointe Shoe

S0104
ALPHA

S0102
AMELIE SOFT

S0105
ASPIRATION

S0108
AXIOM

 

Shank Medium Flexible Medium Hard Medium

Platform Oval Oblong Wide Oblong

Paste B Paste B Paste A Paste B Paste

Type of Feet All All All Greek, Egyptian

Vamp U Vamp, Medium Box Slight V, Tapered Box U Vamp, Wide Box Slight V Vamp, Low Profile Box

Comments Has ¾ outsole design 
with full insole

Flexible shoe for
easy arching

Designed to allow 
¾ bend at dancer’s arch

Angled side seams, 
with heel cushion

  

Pointe Shoe Overview

Style 
Pointe Shoe

S0129
JETSTREAM

S0131
SERENADE

S0141V
SERENE V

S0130
SONATA

Shank Medium Medium Medium Medium

Platform Wide & Deep Oblong Oblong Oval

Paste A Paste A Paste A Paste A Paste

Type of Feet All All All All

Vamp U Vamp, Short Box U Vamp, Medium Box V Vamp, Medium Box U Vamp, Medium Box

Comments EVA cushioning 
in the Box

Available in strong Shank Very supportive Box  
with Wings

No tack at the heel 
allows ¾ bend

Inner rubber toe cushion

  

S0160
EUROPEAN BALANCE

S0172
EUROSTRETCH

S0161
GRACE

S0109
HANNAH

S0180
HERITAGE

Medium, gently curved Flexible Relevease Flexible Medium, gently curved

Wide & Deep Wide & Deep Wide Deep & Flat Wide & Deep Oblong

A Paste A Paste A Paste A Paste A Paste

Giselle All All All All

Open U Vamp, Wide Box Open U Vamp, Wide Box U Vamp U Vamp, Medium Box V Vamp, Shorter Box

Curved Last, 
Inner rubber toe cushion

Curved split sole 
Inner rubber toe cushion

Noise reduction pleats Very flexible shank Flat Outsole,  
heel cushion,

Inner toe rubber cushion

  

S0132
SUPRIMA

S0133
SYLPHIDE

S0100
SYNERGY

S0173
SYNTHESIS

SM140/SM141
MIRELLA WHISPER

Medium Medium Medium Relevease Medium

Round Oval Wide Wide & Flat Wide & Deep

A Paste A Paste B Paste A Paste A Paste

Greek, Egyptian All All All All

U Vamp, Medium Box U Vamp, Deep Box U Vamp U Vamp U Vamp

Suits slender feet.
Available in strong Shank

Original style of pointe shoe
suitable for beginners

Stitched in Box 
for firm support

Noise reduction pleats Special fabric below  
pleats to lessen noise. 

Available in matte (SM141).
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• The inside of the toe cover 
is coated with a thin layer 
of gel to protect toes 
from friction and pressure 
associated with pointe work.

• Perfect for those only 
wanting toe protection

• Product is washable and 
re-usable.

• Can be cut to size as 
needed.

A5900 
POINTE PAD
Sizes S, M
Colours light sand
Wide shaped padding 
extends under the ball 
of the foot cushions the 
metatarsal

A5910
PRIMA PRO PAD

Sizes S, M
Colours light sand

Thin fabric base instead of 
gel reduces bulk. Darts 

on either side of the upper 
help to create a good fit

A5906  
BUNION GUARD

Sizes one size
Colours light sand

Can be cut to size to ease 
pressure by bringing 

down the flap to cover  
the bunion joint.

A5904
GEL TIP  
Sizes S/M, L/XL
Colours light sand

These thimble like tips 
protect toe nails  
and joints

A5903  
GEL STRIP

Sizes one size
Colours light sand

One sided gel strips can be 
cut to size to fit and cover 

topical pressure points

A5911
CLEAR  
COMFORT
Sizes one size
Colours clear

Relieves pressure on 
the metatarsal pad 

A5908  
TOE SEPARATORS
Sizes one size
Colours clear

Smaller U shape separators help 
alleviate inner-toe friction and 
irritation caused by toenails or 
corns pressing against each other

A0179  
SUPA SPACERS

Sizes one size
Colours clear

Larger U shape separators help 
alleviate inner-toe friction and 
irritation caused by toenails or 

corns pressing against each other

A5901
POINTE CUSHION  
Sizes S, M
Colours light sand

Shaped to cover the toes 
only without the under 
extended metatarsal 
padding

• Simply pull away the desired amount 
of wool and gently tease by hand to 
soften. The wool can then be used to 
fill any negative space within the shoe 
or stretched over any pressure points 
on the toes. This fine micron wool is 
anti-bacterial, absorbs perspiration 
and is also hand washable.

• Lambswool is sold in a packet with a 
40cm length

A0125
BLOCH LAMBSWOOL PACKET

Our Australian Lambswool is a natural 

and versatile padding that eases friction 

and allows you to customise your padding 

requirements, without compromising the fit 

of your shoes.

Ballet Flats

Bloch has a Ballet Flat for every level 
of dancer – from beginner to seasoned 
professional. With our comprehensive 
collection, you will find the best fit for 
maximum comfort and the perfect leg 
line. Bloch’s ballet shoes are designed to 
meet the demands of all ballet and dance 
routines. They are available in full or split 
soles: a full sole helps to develop the 
intrinsic muscles through resistance whilst 
a split sole allows the foot to arch without 
resistance. 

Our ballet slippers are handmade in 
leather, canvas or satin and continue 
Bloch’s tradition of quality and innovation. 
All Bloch Ballet Flats have elastic supplied, 
with some pre-sewn.
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S0201T/G 
Toddlers Sizes 7-10.5
Girls Sizes 11-1.5 
Widths A, B, C, D 
Colours Pink, Black, White 
 
 

  

S0201L/LX
Ladies Sizes 2-8.5 
Widths A, B, C, D 
Colours Pink, Black, White

S0201 T/G / L/ LX

Prolite  

• Traditional full sole ballet shoe 
suitable for class, performance 
and exams 

• Exclusive AAA grade leather 
for abrasive resistance 

• Cotton lining for comfort and 
breathability 

• Thin cotton drawstring to 
adjust the upper to the foot

• Soft thin suede insock for 
added comfort 

Luxurious leather upper ballet flat 

O
utsole shape 1

(full sole ballet �at)
O

utsole 2
O

utsole 3
O

utsole 4
(w

ide outsole)

S0208 G / L/ LX

Prolite II Leather 

• Split sole ballet slipper with 
tapered toe 

• Exclusive AAA grade leather

• Cotton lining for comfort and 
breathability 

• Thin cotton drawstring to 
adjust the upper on the foot 

• Original T split sole design 
with tear drop pads 

• Soft suede insock for added 
comfort 

• Pre-sewn elastic for immediate 
secure snug fit 

O
utsole shape 1

(full sole ballet �at)
O

utsole 2
O

utsole 3
O

utsole 4
(w

ide outsole)

Split sole ballet slipper with tapered toe 

S0208G
Girls Sizes 9-1.5  
Widths  A, B, C, D 
Colours Pink, Theatrical Pink

S0208L/LX 
Ladies Sizes 2-8.5  
Widths A, B, C, D 
Colours Pink, Theatrical Pink

S0205T/G
Toddlers Sizes 7-10.5 
Girls Sizes 11-1.5 
Widths A, B, C, D 
Colours Pink

S0205L
Ladies Sizes 2-7 
Widths A, B, C, D 
Colours Pink

S0205 T/G / L 

Dansoft  

• An ideal student ballet shoe 
with a full suede sole and 
elastic already attached over 
the instep 

• Durable yet flexible leather 
upper 

• Cotton lining for breathability 

• Elastic already attached over 
instep 

• Elastic drawstring to adjust 
upper 

• Soft suede instock for comfort 

Classic introductory ballet flat with a full sole 

O
utsole shape 1

(full sole ballet �at)
O

utsole 2
O

utsole 3
O

utsole 4
(w

ide outsole)

S0230

Precision

• The innovative toe shape 
allows the toes to spread in 
relevé providing better balance 
and ability to grip the floor.

• The outsole shape has been 
designed with a wide surface 
area to help with balance and 
turning.

• Built on an improved last, 
the lines of this shoe follow 
the contours of the foot, 
hugging into the dancers arch 
showcasing their strength, 
training and technique.

Leather ballet shoe designed to  
improve dancer performance 

S0230
Ladies Sizes 2-8
Widths B,C
Colours Pink

S0213 G / L

Prolite II Canvas  

• Split sole ballet slipper with 
tapered toe 

• Cotton lining for comfort and 
breathability 

• Thin cotton drawstring to 
adjust the upper on the foot 

• Original T split sole design 
with tear drop pads 

• Soft suede insock for added 
comfort 

• Pre-sewn elastic for immediate 
secure snug fit 

Canvas split sole ballet flat that hugs the arch 

S0213G 
Girls Sizes 9-1.5 
Widths A, B, C, D 
Colours Pink, White

  

S0213L 
Ladies Sizes 2-7.5 
Widths A, B, C, D 
Colours Pink, White

  

S0621L

Pro Elastic

• A canvas split sole ballet flat 
with flat elastic to replace 
binding and drawstring - the 
elastic contours to the foot, 
reduces pressure on the 
Achilles tendon and on the 
dorsal surface of the foot when 
it contacts the floor 

• Pre-sewn crossed instep 
elastics  

• Triangle canvas arch insert that 
hugs the foot when pointing 

• Forefoot outsole pad shaped to 
protect the metatarsals 

• No ridges, that may cause 
bruising when weight bearing on 
forefoot 

• US Patent #7, 926, 203 

Split sole ballet flat with elastic 

Ladies Sizes 2-8.5 
Widths A, B, C, D 
Colours Pink, Light Sand  

O
utsole shape 1

(full sole ballet �at)
O

utsole 2
O

utsole 3
O

utsole 4
(w

ide outsole)
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S0233L

Perfectus 

• The innovative toe shape 
allows the toes to spread in 
relevé providing better balance 
and ability to grip the floor.

• The outsole shape has been 
designed with a wide surface 
area to help with balance and 
turning.          

This canvas ballet shoe provides greater
comfort and functionality

Ladies Sizes 2-8 
Widths B, C
Colours Pink, Sand

Ladies Sizes 2-8.5
Widths B, C, D 
Colours Black, White, Coffee, Cocoa, Sand

S0284L

Performa  

• Stretch durable canvas molds to foot 
to ensure a smooth sleek fit

• Flat elastic binding relieves pressure 
and bulkiness on the upper foot

• Pre-sewn X elastic, no sewing 
required, so shoes are ready to wear 
immediately

• Suede wide kidney shaped outsole 
front pad for wider spread for 
metatarsal comfort

• Curved heel shape reflects the 
contour of the heel especially when 
pointing

Lightweight ballet shoe that the dance market 
has demanded for elite performance

• Built on an improved last, 
the lines of this shoe follow 
the contours of the foot, 
hugging into the dancers arch 
showcasing their strength, 
training and technique.

S0277 L/ LX

Pump

• Made using a traditional construction 
technique now incorporated into 
making this authentic shoe

• Pump construction encourages the 
canvas to hug the arch and reduces 
material bunching underfoot when 
pointing 

• Soft and durable square canvas which 
molds to the foot 

• Heel seam cushion for a smooth and 
aesthetically pleasing line of the foot 

• Tear drop shaped pads at the toe and 
heel promote extra flexibility for the 
foot to arch 

Split sole canvas ballet flat 

S0227L 
Ladies Sizes 2-10.5 
Widths A, B, C, D 
Colours Black, Light Sand, Pink, White 

  

O
utsole shape 1

(full sole ballet �at)
O

utsole 2
O

utsole 3
O

utsole 4
(w

ide outsole)

O
utsole shape 1

(full sole ballet �at)
O

utsole 2
O

utsole 3
O

utsole 4
(w

ide outsole)

S0231T/G
Toddlers Sizes 7-10.5 
Girls Sizes 11-1.5  
Widths  A, B, C, D 
Colours Pink

S0231L 
Ladies Sizes 2-7.5 
Widths A, B, C, D 
Colours Pink

S0231 T/G / L

Prolite Satin

• Traditional full sole ballet shoe 
suitable for performance and 
exams 

• Top quality satin upper creates 
distinctive finish  

• Cotton lining for comfort and 
breathability 

• Thin cotton drawstring to 
adjust the upper to the foot 

• Soft thin suede instock for 
added comfort 

Introductory ballet flat with a 
soft satin upper and a full sole  

O
utsole shape 1

(full sole ballet �at)
O

utsole 2
O

utsole 3
O

utsole 4
(w

ide outsole)

S0225GV

Bunnyhop

• Soft velvet sparkle upper, ideal 
for play and dress-up

• Elastic instep strap attached to 
shoe, ready for immediate use

• Soft swan down lining for 
additional comfort and 
cushioning for children

Introductory ballet flat with a soft  
leather upper and a full sole 

O
utsole shape 1

(full sole ballet �at)
O

utsole 2
O

utsole 3
O

utsole 4
(w

ide outsole)

S0225GV 
Ladies Sizes 6-13 
Widths C 
Colours Pink 

S0288 TF/G F/ L

Low Vamp Split Sole  
Split sole women’s leather flat 
shoe with low vamp upper 

O
utsole shape 1

(full sole ballet �at)
O

utsole 2
O

utsole 3
O

utsole 4
(w

ide outsole)

S0288TF
Sizes 7-10.5
Widths A, B, C, D
Colours Silver

S0288GF
Sizes 11-1.5
Widths A, B, C, D
Colours Silver

S0288L
Sizes 2-8
Widths A, B, C, D
Colours Silver

• Designed specifically for 
physical culture

• Traditional split sole ballet 
shoe with extra low vamp

• Soft and luxurious leather, 
heat-pressed with real silver 
metal foil

• Suede outsole pads for ease 
and comfort

• Standard drawstring cord to 
secure the upper to the foot
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S0277M

Pump

• Made using a traditional construction 
technique used by cobblers and still used 
in the manufacture of pointe shoes  

• Pump construction encourages the 
canvas to hug the arch and reduces 
material bunching underfoot when 
pointing 

• Soft and durable square canvas which 
molds to the foot 

• Heel seam cushion for a smooth and 
aesthetically pleasing line of the foot 

• Tear drop shaped pads at the toe and 
heel promote extra flexibility for the foot 
to arch 

Split sole canvas ballet flat 

S0277M 
Mens Sizes 5-11 
Widths B, C, D, E
Colours Black, White, Light Sand

O
utsole shape 1

(full sole ballet �at)
O

utsole 2
O

utsole 3
O

utsole 4
(w

ide outsole)

S0261M

Proform 

• Split sole ballet slipper in which the 
forefoot outsole has been shaped to 
protect the metatarsals 

• This shorter, wider shape removes 
ridges when in flat or demi-pointe, 
allowing for greater stability and a flatter 
surface to pivot on

• Cotton anti-bacterial lining 

• Flexible durable suede outsole 

• Elastic straps - attached at back only so 
dancer can determine position 

• Elastic drawstring

Cutting edge design  
that provides streamlined look

S0261M
Mens Sizes 6-12 
Widths B, C, D, E 
Colours Black, White, Light Sand 

S0201M/MX
Mens' Sizes 4-13 
Widths B, C, D, E 
Colours Black, White

  

S0201 M / MX

Prolite  

• Traditional full sole ballet shoe suitable 
for class, performance and exams 

• Exclusive AAA grade leather for 
abrasive resistance 

• Cotton lining for comfort and 
breathability 

• Thin cotton drawstring to adjust the 
upper to the foot

• Soft thin suede insock for added 
comfort 

Luxurious leather upper  
ballet flat 

O
utsole shape 1

(full sole ballet �at)
O

utsole 2
O

utsole 3
O

utsole 4
(w

ide outsole)

S0284M

Mens' Sizes 5-12.5

Widths B, C, D 

Colours Black, White, Coffee, Cocoa, Sand

  

S0284M

Performa  

• Stretch durable canvas molds to foot to 
ensure a smooth sleek fit

• Flat elastic binding relieves pressure and 
bulkiness on the upper foot

• Pre-sewn X elastic, no sewing required, 
so shoes are ready to wear immediately

• Suede wide kidney shaped outsole front 
pad for wider spread for metatarsal 
comfort

• Curved heel shape reflects the contour 
of the heel especially when pointing

Lightweight ballet shoe that the dance market 
has demanded for elite performance

S0213 M / MX

Prolite II Canvas  

• Split sole ballet slipper with tapered toe 

• Cotton lining for comfort and 
breathability 

• Thin cotton drawstring to adjust the 
upper on the foot 

• Original T split sole design with tear 
drop pads 

• Soft suede insock for added comfort 

• Pre-sewn elastic for immediate secure 
snug fit 

Canvas split sole ballet flat that 
hugs the arch 

S0213M/MX 

Mens Sizes 4-13 

Widths B, C, D, E 

Colours Black, White
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O
utsole shape 1

(full sole ballet �at)
O

utsole 2
O

utsole 3
O

utsole 4
(w

ide outsole)
O

utsole shape 1
(full sole ballet �at)

O
utsole 2

O
utsole 3

O
utsole 4

(w
ide outsole)

Rhys Kosakowski 

wears Bloch Performa
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S0233M

Mens' Sizes 4-12

Widths B, C

Colours Black

  

S0233M

Perfectus

• Pre-sewn criss cross elastic

• Elastic drawstring

• Shock absorbing wide front sole pad

• Stretch canvas heel 

• Soft twill long-lasting fabric

• Innovative toe shape allows toes to 
spread

This stretch canvas provides greater comfort 
and functionality, especially in heel area.

S0230 M

Precision 

• Split sole ballet slipper with tapered toe 

• Elastic drawstring to adjust the upper on 
the foot 

• Hugs into the arch

• Shock absorbing wide forefoot pad

• Pre-sewn criss cross elastic for 
immediate secure snug fit

• Innovative toe shape allows toes to 
spread 

Leather split sole ballet flat that 
hugs the arch 

S0230M 

Mens Sizes 4-12

Widths B, C

Colours Black  

M E N S  B A L L E T  F L A T S
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Ballet Flats FAQ

O
utsole shape 1

(full sole ballet �at)
O

utsole 2
O

utsole 3
O

utsole 4
(w

ide outsole)

O
utsole shape 1

(full sole ballet �at)
O

utsole 2
O

utsole 3
O

utsole 4
(w

ide outsole)

Is there a left and right foot?

There is no left and right foot however once worn 
they will take on the shape of the foot.

Where on the shoe are the  
elastics sewn? 

See our guide (page 39) for more information.

What is the purpose of no binding  
on some of the shoes?
No binding on shoes eases any pressure points  
on the foot.   

What is the difference between  
full sole and split sole?

A full sole ballet shoe features a continuous suede 
outsole and a split sole ballet shoe has a two part 
suede outsole, one at the ball of the foot and 
one at the heel. The full sole helps to develop the 
intrinsic muscles through resistance and the split 
sole allows the foot to arch without resistance.

Are Ballet Flats available in  
different width fittings?

Ballet Flats are available in four widths, Ladies: A, 
B, C, D (A being the narrowest fit and D being the 
widest) and mens: B,C, D, E. It is recommended to 
visit your nearest Bloch store for a professionally 
fitted shoe as the width and length may vary 
according to the shoe chosen. 

Do all Ballet Flats come with elastic?

All Bloch Ballet Flats have elastics supplied and 
some styles are pre-sewn.

How should Ballet Flats fit?

It is important to fit Ballet Flats with toes flat and 
without too much room at the end. The shoes will 
stretch a little so a glove like fit is preferred.

What is the canvas in Bloch  
Ballet Flats?

We use three different types of 100% cotton 
canvas in our shoes, the lightweight canvas,        
the Square Weave canvas and stretch canvas.

Full sole

Split sole

Tap 
Shoes

Bloch offers a wide variety of Tap Shoes for 
all levels and styles of dance. We develop 
shoes for optimum fit, stability and, of 
course, sound! Our tap plates have gone 
through rigorous testing to ensure that 
Bloch's Techno and Shockwave Taps offer 
the best tone and timbre in the industry.  

By working alongside industry leaders 
such as award winning tap dancer and 
choreographer Jason Samuels Smith, Bloch 
ensures that premium Tap Shoes are the 
first choice for those serious about their 
craft.

Techno tap 
plates included

Shockwave tap 
plates included



S0302 G / L/ LX

Tap-On 

• The toe tap is secured to a 
resonating board for a full sound 
and stability

• Elastic strap join to release tension 
on the in-step 

• Sound resonating boards under 
the top plate

• Bloch's Techno taps  

• Strong heel and toe counter for 
durability

• Cushioned insole for comfort and 
shock absorption

A classic leather upper tap shoe 
with leather full outside and 1" heel 

S0302G
Girls Sizes 9-13.5
Widths M 
Colours Black, Tan 

S0302L/LX 
Ladies Sizes 4-12
Widths M 
Colours Black, Tan

S0350 T/G

Annie

• The two sides of the upper are 
fastened together with an elastic 
strip featuring a snap design as 
well as a ribbon which has been 
threaded through the eyelets and 
tied in a bow to conceal the elastic  

• Bloch's Technotap plates

• Soft kashmir lining and padded 
insole for comfort and to reduce 
moisture       

• A non-slip pro balance pad has 
been added to the resin outsole to 
smooth out weight transference 

• The back of the shoe has no seam 
lines in lining and an extra piece 
of black leather to secure the heel 
and minimise rubbing 

An introductory  
children's tap shoe 

S0350G
Toddlers Sizes 7-10.5
Widths M 
Colours Black/Patent, Tan

S0350G
Girls Sizes11-1.5
Widths M 
Colours  Black/Patent, Tan

S0351 G / L/ LX

Glitter Tie

• The two sides of the upper are 
fastened together with an elastic 
strip featuring a snap design as 
well as a ribbon which has been 
threaded through the eyelets and 
tied in a bow to conceal the elastic  

• Bloch's Technotap plates

• A non-slip pro balance pad has 
been added to the resin outsole to 
smooth out weight transference 

• The back of the shoe has no seam 
lines in lining and an extra piece 
of black leather to secure the heel 
and minimise rubbing 

• Bloch's Techno taps  

• Strong heel and toe counter for 
durability

• Cushioned insole for comfort and 
shock absorption

S0351G
Toddlers Sizes 7.5 -10.5
Widths M 
Colours Black

S0351L/LX 
Girls Sizes 11 - 1.5
Widths M 
Colours Black

An introductory                  
Children's tap shoe

S0327L

Chloé & Maud

• Soft leather upper for extreme 
comfort and extra durability 

• Plush textile lining for 
unrivalled comfort and 
cushioning

• Cushioned insole for shock 
absorption

• Bloch Mega tap plates - For 
superior audio engineering

• Rich toe and deep heel plate 
gives a contrasting tone

• Pro Balance rubber pad 
provided for a non-slip sole on 
any tap surface

Lace up tap shoe, available in a two-tone Black/
White or solid Black for a more traditional look

S0327L
Ladies Sizes 4-12
Widths M 
Colours Black/White, Black

S0323 LX

Show-Tapper    

• Non-slip pro balance rubber 
pad behind the forefoot 
tap, with channels to allow 
flexibility  

• Soft cotton and leather lining 
for comfort 

• Padded insole for shock 
absorption 

• Strap and buckle attached 
with elastic for comfort and 
flexibility 

• Sturdy 1½" heel for serious 
tappers who want strength 
with style 

Practical all leather tap shoe for 
class, rehearsal or performance 

S0323/LX 
Ladies Sizes 4-12
Widths M 
Colours  Black, Tan
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S0388 G / L/ LX

Tap-Flex  

• Full leather split sole allows 
the dancer greater freedom of 
movement whilst maintaining 
support 

• Non-slip pro balance rubber 
pad next to the front toe tap 
provides secure grip to prevent 
slipping and levels the sole for 
better balance 

• Strong heel counter 

• Full Kashmir lining for comfort 
and reduced moisture 

• Notched collar at heel to 
relieve pressure on Achilles 
tendon 

• Bloch's Shockwave taps 

• Leather stacked heel

• Flexible arch

Streamlined tap shoe for freedom 
of movement with support 

S0388G
Girls Sizes 10-1.5
Widths M 
Colours Black
 

S0388L/LX
Ladies Sizes 4-12 
Widths MW 
Colours Black

S0301 B /Y/ L/ M / MX

Jazz Tap

• Full outside leather make this 
a durable and stable tap shoe 

• The tap shoe is secured to a 
resonating board for a deeper 
sound 

• Non-slip pro balance rubber 
pad under the forefoot 

• Designed with reinforced 
eyelets 

• Cushioned insole for comfort 
and shock absorption 

• Bloch's Techno taps 

• Available without taps, 
S0300L (Jazztime)

Jazz style leather upper of 
strong and soft leather 

S0301B
Boys Sizes 9-1.5
Widths M 
Colours Black 

S0301Y
Youth Sizes 2-5.5
Widths M 
Colours Black 

S0301L
Ladies Sizes 4-10
Widths M 
Colours Black 

S0301M/MX 
Mens Sizes 6-13
Widths M 
Colours Black

S0313M
Mens Sizes 5-12 
Widths M 
Colours Black, White, Patent,
        

S0313L
Ladies Sizes 5-11 
Widths M 
Colours Black, White,
              

S0361 M / MX

Respect  

• Premium all leather upper and 
sole tap shoe with stitched 
in heel counter for greater 
stability  

• Non-slip pro balance rubber 
pad next to the front toe tap 
provides secure grip to prevent 
slipping and levels the sole for 
better balance 

• Straight leather stacked heel 
for extra heel weight tone 

• Firm toe puff retains shoe 
shape and protects toes  

• Bloch's Shockwave taps that 
are secured to a resonating 
soundboard for a deeper 
sound 

• Soft Kashmir lining for comfort  
and shock absorption 

• Notched collar at heel to 
reduce pressure on the 
Achilles tendon

Classic Oxford tap shoe with 
leather upper and full leather 
outside  

S0361M/MX
Mens Sizes 5-14
Widths MW 
Colours Black

   

S0313M / L

Jason Samuels Smith 

• First beautifully 
crafted tap shoe 
available with a full 
build up straight out 
of the box

• Triple stacked heel 
and double stacked 
hard leather outsole 
for durability

• Specially  
developed metal 
bonding procedures 
to ensure that the 
screws that hold the 

taps in place will 
not loosen without 
modification by the 
dancer 

• Oxford style, 
available in luxury 
soft grain leather 

• Canvas and Kashmir 
lining

• Engineered to 
achieve maximum 
tap plate contact 
with a flat surface

• High quality steel 
resonance plate 
between the tap 
and leather outsole 
achieving exquisite 
depth and pitch of 
sound 

• Shorter break-in time 
than a conventional 
built up tap shoe 
with counter free 
toe box so the upper 
conforms to the foot 
for extra comfort 
and fit 

Beautifully crafted with its 
namesake Jason Samuels Smith
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Jason Samuels Smith

A5140T

Techno Tap Toe 
Sizes 1-5
Special formulated and composite alloy create 
a distinct and rich sound

A5140H

Techno Tap Heel 
Sizes 1-9
Special formulated and composite alloy create a  
distinct and rich sound

A58140T

JSS Tap Toe 
Sizes 1-5
A unique alloy compound featuring a distinctive echo chamber and 
high-performance steel resonance plate, that enhances sound quality, 
timbre and creates a deep aesthetic tone.

A58140H

JSS Tap Heel 
Sizes 1-5
A unique alloy compound featuring a distinctive echo chamber and 
high-performance steel resonance plate, that enhances sound quality, 
timbre and creates a deep aesthetic tone.

Tap 
Plates
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SHOE STYLE Shoe Size Techno Tap Size

S0301L
S0301L

5–7.5
8–10

#2
#1

S0302G
S0302G
S0302G

9–10.5 
11–12.5 
13–13.5

#5
#4
#3

S0302L
S0302L
S0302L

4–4.5
5–7.5
8–10

#3
#2
#1

S0303
S0303

2–6
6.5–9

#3
#2

S0304L
S0304L

5–7.5
8–10

#4
#4

S0305G
S0305G
S0305G

9–10.5
11–12.5
13–13.5

#5
#4
#3

S0305L
S0305L
S0305L

4–4.5
5–7.5
8–10

#3
#2
#1

S0306
S0306

5–7.5
8–10

#4
#4

S0307
S0307

5–7.5
8–10

#4
#4

S0309M
S0309M

5–7.5
8–10.5

#2
#1

S0323 7–12 #2

SHOE STYLE Shoe Size Techno Tap Size

S0301L
S0301L
S0301L

4–7
7.5–9

9.5–10

#4
#3
#2

S0302G
S0302G

9–12.5 
13–13.5

#5
#4

S0302L
S0302L
S0302L

4–7
7.5–9

9.5–10

#4
#3
#2

S0303
S0303

2–4
4.5–9

#7
#6

S0304 13–10 #8

S0305G
S0305G

9–12.5
13–13.5

#5
#4

S0305L
S0305L
S0305L

4–7
7.5–9

9.5–10

#4
#3
#2

S0306 4–10 #9

S0307 4–10 #9

S0309M 5–10.5 #1

S0323
S0323

4–6.5
7–12

#7
#6

Techno Tap 
Sizing Chart

TECHNO TAP TOE TECHNO TAP HEEL

Character 
Shoes
All Bloch Character Shoes feature a 
cushioned insole to reduce fatigue. 
The shank strength in our heeled 
shoes has been balanced to provide an 
elegant compromise between stability 
and foot flexibility. Timeless designs 
and aesthetics are brought to the fore 
resulting in the best possible leg line. 
With a variety of features to choose 
from, find the best shoe for you  
with Bloch.
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S0306/ LX

Cabaret  

• Top quality stage shoe with 
leather upper and full sole with 
leather heel tips 

• Solid 2½" functional style 
leather covered shaped heel 

• Cushioned insole for comfort 
and shock absorption

• New auto lock buckle with 
elastic join to release tension 
on the instep 

• Strong heel counter and shank 
to provide heel stability 

• Fine skin leather lining 
combines with a cotton lining 
for extra comfort 

Classic chorus shoe with a 2½" heel 

S0306/LX
Sizes 4-12 
Colours Black, Tan

S0303

Showstopper

• Contoured chic 1½" heel 

• Internal shank stabilizer 
reinforces the heel without 
compromising flexibility 

• Cushioned insole

• All leather outsole and heel tip

• Superior leather upper with 
seamless strap design and fine 
interior leather lining

The original women's Bloch strap and buckle 
character and folkloric shoe  

S0303
Sizes 2-9 (UK straight fitting sizes)
Widths B, E
Colours Black, Red, Tan, White

S0307

Chorus

• Full leather upper and sole 
with leather heel tips

• Superior leather upper with 
seamless strap design and fine 
interior leather lining

• Self-locking buckle attached 
with elastic

• Cushioned insole

• Inbuilt heel support and 
Reinforced shank

A premium womens stage shoe  
with a 2" heel

S0307
Sizes 4-10
Widths M
Colours Black, Tan

S0377L

Broadway Hi  

• Entry level character shoe in 
soft durable synthetic leather 

• Subtle curve design at the top of 
the shoe to elongate the leg line 

• Plush cushioned lining provides 
extra support and comfort 

• Strong 3" heel with reinforced 
shank gives optimum stability 

• Low, self locking ankle strap 

• Fine grid leather stitched 
frontsole suitable for various 
dance surfaces 

Perfect entry level character shoe with soft synthetic leather 

S0377L
Sizes 5-11 
Widths M
Colours Black, Tan

S0386

Chord Ankle Strap 3"  

• Soft but strong leather upper 
with covered leather 3" heel 

• Open throat upper for an 
elegance of line and foot 

• Strong heel counter that works 
in conjunction with the insole 
shank to provide ankle stability 

• Padded insoles for comfort 
and shock absorption

• Leather full outsole 

• Ankle strap attached to the 
upper with elastic for comfort 
and flexibility and to release 
tension on the instep

A leather chorus shoe with a 3" heel 

S0386
Sizes 5-12
Widths M 
Colours Black, Tan

S0385

Chord T-Bar Strap 3"

• Soft and strong leather upper 
with covered leather heel 

• Strong heel counter that works 
in conjunction with the insole 
shank to provide ankle stability 

• Padded insoles for shock 
absorption

• Leather full outsole 

• Ankle strap attached to the 
upper with elastic for comfort 
and flexibility, and to release 
tension on the instep 

A leather T-bar Chorus shoe with a 3" heel 

S0385 
Ladies Sizes 5-12
Widths M 
Colours Black, Tan
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S0304 G / L/ LX/S

Curtain Call 

• Leather upper and outsole with  
a 2" heel 

• Cushioned insole for comfort and 
shock absorption 

• Elastic strap join to release tension 
on the instep 

•  Soft leather and canvas lining  
for comfort 

• Suede inner heel grip

Well balanced stage shoe with a full leather upper and outsole 

S0304G
Girls Sizes 13-13.5
Widths M 
Colours Black, Tan

S0304L/LX
Ladies Sizes 4-12
Widths M 
Colours Black, Tan

S0390

Splitflex 

• A versatile leather character 
shoe with leather upper and 
leather lining  

• Elasticized panel enables the 
Splitflex to move with the foot 
in pointe and demi 

• T-bar strap and buckle 

Suitable for character dance and interdisciplinary demi-character work  

S0390
Sizes 5-11
Widths M 
Colours Black, Tan

S0394L

Splitpro

• Contoured chic 3" heel 

• Internal shank stabilizer 
reinforces the heel without 
compromising flexibility 

• Leather upper, with leather 
lining 

Versatile shoe with an ankle strap for a sophisticated elegant look

S0394L 
Sizes 5-11
Widths M 
Colours Black, Tan

attached with elastic allowing 
movement of the foot 

• Suede forefoot outsole 
facilitates turning and sliding 
while providing some grip 

• External shank stabilizer 
reinforces the heel without 
compromising flexibility 

• 2 1/2" heel

• Cushioned sole 

• Ankle strap with self locking 
buckle attached with elastic 
allowing movement of the foot 

• Suede forefoot outsole for 
ease of turning and sliding 
while giving some grip, 
providing control 

S0326G / L

Accent Flat Heel 

• High quality canvas upper provides 
flexibility for pointing the foot or demi 

• Pink Dri-Lex lining softens the feel of the 
shoe and aids in moisture management 

• Flat heel regulation for R.A.D. Grades

• Soft suede sole and heel tip creates a non 
slip grip contact with the floor 

• Flesh elastic strap eases the tension 
across the instep and elastic matches 
ballet tights 

• Snap button fastening makes it easy to fit 
and change into during class 

• Versatile shoe is suitable for folk, social 
dancing and practice ballroom

S0326G
Girls Sizes 9-13.5
Widths M 
Colours Black

S0326L
Ladies Sizes 4-10
Widths M 
Colours Black

An elegant, light-weight girls shoe with a flat heel, ideal for character repertoire

S0325 G / L/ LX

Tempo Cuban Heel 

• High quality canvas upper provides 
ultimate flexibility for pointing the foot or 
on demi

• Pink Dri-Lex lining softens the feel of the 
shoe and aids in moisture management 

• Molded Cuban heel regulation uniform for 
R.A.D. Grades 3 to 8 

• Soft suede sole and heel tip creates in a 
non-slip grip contact with the floor

• Flesh elastic strap attached eases the 
tension across the instep and elastic 
matches ballet tights

• Snap button fastening is easy to fit and 
change into during class

Versatile canvas Cuban heel suitable for folk, social dancing and practice ballroom

S0325G
Girls Sizes 13-13.5
Widths M
Colours Black

S0325L/LX
Ladies Sizes 4-10.5
Widths M
Colours Black

S0310 B /Y/ M / MX

Canvas Karacta   

• High quality canvas upper 

• Flat heel regulation uniform for R.A.D. 
Grades

• Soft suede sole for flexibility and 
extension and non slip grip on the floor 

• Reinforced eyelets for a firm fit  when 
lacing shoes 

• Versatile shoe suitable for folk, social 
dancing and practice ballroom 

A lightweight male canvas shoe for character dance 

S0310B
Sizes 10-1.5
Widths M 
Colours Black

S0310Y 
Sizes 2-5.5
Widths M 
Colours Black

S0310M 
Sizes 6-12
Widths M 
Colours Black

S0310MX 
Sizes 12.5-13
Widths M 
Colours Black
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Jazz Shoes

Bloch Jazz Shoes are designed 
for the most demanding dance 
routines. The fast pace and acrobatic 
nature of jazz commands a shoe of 
supreme quality that hugs the arch 
for exquisite lines. These shoes 
highlight Bloch's ability to fuse 
modern technology with the needs 
of dancers: compelling design with 
superior performance and comfort. 
Its ingenious outsole features a 
forefoot pad and heel with a fine 
tread imprint providing the perfect 
balance between slip and grip.

A variety of sole options ensure 
every dancer will find the perfect 
shoe. Jazz Shoes with a split sole 
and mesh inserts, like the Slipstream, 
offer dancers a dramatic arch and 
foot aeration. Meanwhile, a low 
profile heel assists with dance floor 
contact and control. Hand crafted in 
quality materials with the option of 
lace up or convenient slip-on, Bloch 
Jazz Shoes are suitable for all levels 
of dance experience.

SP403G
Girls Sizes  
10-10.5
Widths M 
Colours Black, 
Tan, White 

S0403G
Girls Sizes 
11-13.5
Widths M 
Colours Black, 
Tan, White 

S0403L
Ladies Sizes 
4-10
Widths M 
Colours Black, 
Tan, White

S0403M
Mens Sizes  
6.5-10.5
Widths M 
Colours Black, 
White

S0403 G / L/ M

Ultraflex 
ALSO AVAI LAB LE I N BABY S IZ ES (SP0403G) 

• A jazz shoe that molds to your 
foot, made from specially 
developed soft, strong leather 

• The rubber split sole EVA 
forefoot pad and heel allows 
the shoe to move with the foot 
when pointing and flexing 

• The original split sole jazz shoe 
which revolutionized the future 
designs for flexible jazz shoes 

The original split sole jazz shoe  
you can point in

A split sole lace up jazz shoe

S0473L/ LX

Ultraflex II  

• Soft kid leather molds to the 
foot 

• Split sole provides superior fit, 
flexibility and extension

• Upper design is cut higher on 
the instep giving longer line to 
the foot 

• Shorter and wider rubber 
under the foot prevents the 
sole cutting into the foot when 
pointing 

• Wider rubber heel design 
supports the foot for increased 
comfort and lateral support

• Available in two widths, narrow 
and medium to ensure a 
superior fit 

S0473L
Ladies Sizes 4-10 
Widths M, N 
Colours Black, Tan, 

S0473LX
Ladies Sizes 10.5-13 
Widths M, N 
Colours Black, Tan, 
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S0431L/ LX 

Flow  

• Breathable mesh and soft full 
grain leather upper for great fit 
and comfort 

• Elastic 'slip-on' technology - 
just slip them on and you are 
set to hit the floor 

• Stylish upper design with 
elastic V insert and a soft 
glove like feel on the inside 

• Mesh arch for perfect fit and 
foot aeration and Air Punch 
insole 

• Two staged molded heel for 
comfort, cushioning  and 
perfect floor to floor contact 

• Specially designed upper to 
remove stress from Achilles 
tendon when pointing 

Slip on upper leather with  
breathable mesh jazz shoe

S0431L
Ladies Sizes 4-10.5 
Widths MN 
Colours Black

S0499 T/G /GS/GX/ L/ LX

Elasta Bootie   

• Leather upper with split sole 
EVA forefoot and heel pads 
for flexibility when pointing and 
flexing 

• Elastic side V insert replaces 
the need for laces in this half 
boot/half shoe 

• The toe shape allows the toes 
to spread in the demi-pointe 
position and an exceptional 
fit has been achieved in the 
upper arch  
 
*UK straight fitting sizes

Half boot/half shoe with elastic  
side inserts 

S0499T
Sizes 8-9.5 
Widths N, M
Colours Black, Tan

S0499GS
Sizes 10-10.5 
Widths N, M
Colours Black, Tan

S0499G
Sizes 11-13.5 
Widths N, M
Colours Black, Tan

S0499GX
Sizes 1-3.5* 
Widths N, M
Colours Black, Tan

S0499L
Sizes 4-10.5 
Widths N, M
Colours Black, Tan

S0499LX
Sizes 11-14 
Widths N, M
Colours Black, Tan

S0431LX
Ladies Sizes 11-14 
Widths MN 
Colours Black

S0470L

Pulse 

• The perfect competition jazz 
shoe reflects curve of the instep 
with glove-like fit and low profile 

• Arch hugging neoprene stretch 
satin arch 

• Soft leather upper 

• Embossed pleat detail 
accentuates arch 

• Moldable suede front sole for 
feel-the-floor action: perfect for 
spinning and turning 

• New low profile heel to get 
closer to the floor feeling. Gives 
the dancer the optimum control 
for stopping 

• Split sole design 

The perfect competition jazz shoe with a  
glove-like fit and low profile  

S0470L
Ladies Sizes 4-11      Widths M      Colours Black, Tan

embossed  
pleat detail 
accentuates  
arch

new low 
profile heel

moldable suede 
front sole

S0485/X

Slipstream Slip On  

• A hidden Velcro lock off system 
holds the shoe snug to the foot 
without laces 

• The inside of the shoe has 
cushioning for comfort and shock 
absorption

• Design line enhances the natural line 
of your pointe 

• Mesh arch for perfect fit and foot 
aeration

• High tech comfortable, moisture 
removing lining 

• Air punched insole 

• Specially shaped top line upper to 
remove stress  
from Achilles tendon when pointing 

• Two stage molded heel and durable 
outsole with special suede strip 
circling the front forepad

Ultra lightweight jazz with breathable mesh

S0485
Ladies Sizes 4-10.5
Widths MN, MW  
Colours Black, Tan, Black/Sliver

S0485X
Ladies Sizes 11-14
Widths MN, MW  
Colours Black, Tan, Black/Sliver

S0444L 

Phantom  

• Premium four-way stretch canvas 
reflects the shape of the foot and 
enhances the line of the arch 

• Split sole provides a superior fit, 
flexibility and extension

• Moldable suede front sole for feel 
the floor action, provides a slip and 
grip action

• Brake pad positioned underneath 
the forefoot for added grip 

• Low upper design offers a more 
streamline fit and flattering line

the ultimate stretch canvas jazz shoe which reflects the 
contours of the foot, giving a streamlined fit which is 
both lightweight and extremely comfortable.

S0444L 
Ladies Sizes 4-10.5     Widths M     Colours Black, Tan
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Jazz Shoes FAQ

Can you use Bloch Jazz shoes for 
other styles of dance?

A jazz shoe can be used for many styles of  
dance including lyrical, line dancing and pole 
dancing as well as practice shoes for Ballroom 
and Latin dance.

What is the difference between  
full sole and split sole?

A full sole jazz shoe has a continuous rubber sole 
whereas a split sole only has rubber under the ball 
and heel of the foot. A full sole builds strength and 
muscles in the foot. The split sole allows for more 
flexibility and emphasizes the dancer’s arch, point 
and line of the foot.

Is the sole slippery?
The sole of a Bloch Jazz shoe is designed to 
provide enough traction and grip for the dancer to 
feel secure whilst still allowing freedom to easily 
turn and slide. Some styles like the Slipstream, 
Flow and Trisole Hi have extra suede edging 
around the toe to protect the leather, increasing 
longevity and providing additional grip.

What is the sole made from?

The soles of Bloch Jazz shoes are primarily  
made of rubber.

What is the benefit of having a non-
lace (slip-on) shoe?

One benefit of having a slip on shoe is they are 
versatile for quick changes. Slip on styles offer a 
firmer fit, giving a smooth streamlined look. They 
are also ideal for young dancers who are unable to 
tie shoe laces.

Full sole

Split sole
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Sneakers
In 1985, Bloch revolutionised the dance world with it's 
first split sole dance sneaker. The Classic Boost II differs 
from street sneakers with its ability to point. A specialised 

sole features a DRT cushioned heel for maximum shock 
absorption and a Spin Spot for free movement on the dance 
floor. Today the Classic Boost II continues to be worn by 

Dynamic resistance technology dance sneaker 

S05538 L/ LX

Boost II

• Split, non-marking outsole 
sneaker made on a high arch 
last with lightweight high 
performance materials

• Provides a range of 
movement and support to 
appeal to dancers across 
a broad range of dance 
disciplines 

• Built in arch support and 
elevation to accentuate the 
arch 

• Variable lacing system for 
support and optimum fit in 
the arch 

• Compression molded EVA 
sock liner 

• Dri-lex lining that is non-
wrinkling, breathable and 
odor/mildew resistant 

• Suede heel grip with D.R.T 
cushioned heel for shock 
absorption and comfort 

• Lightweight man made 
midsole with air cushion of 
4PSI  for shock absorption

• Four part high density man 
made outsole with spin spot 
for 360 degree turns 

S05538L
Ladies Sizes 4-10.5
Widths M 
Colours Black

high density 
spin spot

non-marking 
outsole

S05538LX
Ladies Sizes 11-16
Widths M 
Colours Black

S0926L

Omnia

• Knit upper offers a glove-like 
fit that is both breathable and 
lightweight 

• Front lace fastening for an 
adjustable fit and desired 
comfort

• Removable padded insole 
provides additional comfort 

• Padded heel counter cushions 
the heel and maintains the 

shape of the shoe

• Durable rubber outsole 
provides flexibility in the shoe 
and absorbs shock

Ultra-lightweight shoe that can be 
worn for both leisure and dance

S0926L
Ladies Sizes 5-12
Widths M
Colours Black, White, Black/White, Pink/Grey

 
Dancesport
Prepare to upstage your competition with 
Bloch's cast of Dancesport shoes. With 
stunning designs using leather, luxurious 
satin, diamanté and metallic accents, 
your feet will sparkle on the dance floor. 
Naturally function is an integral part of form 
when we design our elegant shoes. Full 
suede outsoles assist in turns and slides, 
whilst you’ll have the perfect line thanks to 
a flexible forefoot. Dancing feet are kept dry 
and comfortable with a luxurious cushioned 
micro fibre lining. With a variety of heel 
heights, we have shoes for all types of 
ballroom, Latin and social dance.
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S0806

Annabella   

• Strong and soft upper leather 
with covered leather heel 

• Light and functional practice 
shoe designed for the social 
dancer, students and teaching 
professionals 

• The low wide heel offers 
stability and also makes this 
a great shoe for dance styles 
like swing 

• The cushioned insole and 
flexible outsole make this a 

comfortable shoe that moves 
with the foot

• Suede outsole, perfect for 
turns and slides 

• Self locking buckle

• Full heel cup and adjustable 
ankle strap for greater security 
and stability 

• Perfect shoe for the beginner 
and/or mature dancer

Light and functional practice shoe 
designed for the social dancer 

Upper Leather
Outsole Suede
Ladies Sizes 5-11
Widths M 
Colours Black, Natural

Heel Height 1½” (3.81cm)
Shape Wide

S0841SB

Vitoria   

•   Cutaway heel cup holds foot 
securely and comfortably in 
the shoe

• Cross strap under the arch 
holds the foot comfortably and 
securely

•  Hidden quick-fit buckle 
allows for swift fastening and 
unfastening of ankle strap

• Ideal for salsa and Latin 
dancers

•   Flexible sole gives greater 
ability to pointe and flex 

• Suede outsole perfect for 
spins, slides and turns on 
many floor types

•  Luxurious padded insole with 
microfibre lining offers extra 
cushioning for extended dance 
sessions

The twist-strap upper provides support and gives 
the design sleek lines with an elegant profile.

Upper Satin 
Lining Microfibre 
Outsole Suede
Sizes 5 - 11
Width M 
Colours Dark Tan

Heel Height 2.75” (7cm)
Shape Flared

S0802

Illeana

• Soft and strong leather upper 
with covered leather heel

• Elegant, functional, light Latin/
salsa competition shoe, also 
appropriate for social ballroom 
dancing 

• The forefoot of the shoe is 
flexible providing a good range 
of movement and enhancing a 
dancer's pointe 

• A narrow, tapered heel is 
positioned in the centre of the 
heel for stability 

• Suede outsole, perfect for 
turns and slides 

• Cushioned insole for comfort 
and to protect the metatarsals 

• Self-locking buckle and full 
heel cup for support 

Upper Leather
Outsole Suede
Sizes 5-11
Widths M 
Colours Black, Flesh

This classic latin shoe has a self locking buckle 
and full heel cup for support

Heel Height 2.5” (6.35cm)
Shape Tapered

S0807 

Nicola  

• Soft and strong leather upper 
with covered leather heel 

• Beautiful, classic, light Latin 
salsa shoe, also suitable for 
social ballroom dancing 

• The slim, tapered heel is 
elegant and placed in the 
middle of the heel for stability 

• The flexible outsole and 
crossed open toe design move 
with the foot when pointing 

and the full heel cup offers 
support 

• Suede outsole, perfect for 
turns and slides

• Self locking buckle 

• Cushioned insole for comfort, 
shock absorption

• Cushioned insole for comfort, 
shock absorption and to 
protect the metatarsals

Beautiful classic light Latin salsa shoe 

Upper Leather
Outsole Suede 
Sizes 5-11
Widths M 
Colours Black, Light Tan, Silver 

Heel Height 2.5” (6.35cm)
Shape Tapered
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S0838SB 

Guilia   

• Hidden quick-fit buckle 
allows for swift fastening and 
unfastening of ankle strap

• The luxurious sole is perfect 
for additional flexibility in the 
shoe for ease of movement 
with a point and flex motion.

• Microfibre lining - Comfortable 
and absorbent

• Flexible sole gives a greater 
ability to pointe and flex 

• 2.75" flared heel ideal for 
salsa, Latin and social dancers 

• Suede outsole perfect for 
spins, slides and turns on 
many floor types

Latin style shoe that is also suitable for social dancing, dripping in 
sparkling diamantes that adorn the upper and heel of the shoe.

Upper Satin 
Outsole Suede 
Ladies sizes 5-10.5 
Widths M 
Colours Black

  

Heel Height 2.75”
 Shape Flared

S0827SC  

Davinia   

•   Wide front strap that cradles 
the toes

• Cross strap under the arch 
to hold foot comfortably and 
securely

•  Hidden quick-fit buckle that 
allows for swift fastening and 
unfastening of ankle strap

•   Luxurious padded insole to 
offer extra cushioning for 
extended dance sessions 

•  Microfibre lining that offers 
comfortable and absorbent

• Flexible sole gives a greater 
ability to pointe and flex

• 3" round heel offers a larger 
surface area giving height with 
extra stability and eliminates 
sharp catching edges

•  Suede outsole perfect for spins, 
slides and turns on many floor 
types

3 inch flared round heel on this sandal offers larger surface support 
and prevents the heel from catching on clothing. 

Upper Satin 
Lining Microfibre 
Outsole Leather
Sizes 5 - 11 
Width M Style runs slightly wider
Colours Black

Heel Height 3” (7.6cm)
Shape Round

S0809 

Simona   

• Soft and strong leather upper 
with covered leather heel

• Elegant shoe designed for 
travelling (progressive) dances, 
standard ballroom and tango 

• The closed toe and heel cup 
are in the traditional style and 
protect the foot where the 
dancer is closely positioned to 
her partner  

• The slim, straight heel is 
positioned for stability and is 
well adapted to progressive 
dancers where the dancer is 
often travelling backwards 

• Suede outsole, perfect for 
turns and slides 

• Self locking buckle 

• Cushioned insole for comfort, 
shock absorption and to 
protect the metatarsals 

Elegant shoe designed for travelling dances,  
standard ballroom and tango 

Upper Leather 
Outsole Suede 
Ladies sizes 5-11 
Widths M 
Colours Black

  

Heel Height 2”
 Shape Flared

S0309 S/SX/ M / MX

Oxfords Leather    

• Superior all leather upper and 
sole for comfort and durability

• Soft smooth pigskin lining for 
greater comfort and friction 
resistance

• Reinforced stitching on seams 
for support and stability

• Classic upper featuring eyelets 
suitable for many styles of 
dance including stagecraft and 
ballroom

• Stacked wooden heel adds 
lateral support for evenly 
distributed weight

Full grain leather with traditional brogue 
perforation detail

Upper Full grain leather  
Lining Pigskin 
Outsole Leather
Sizes 6-12
Widths M 
Colours Black

 

Heel Height 1” (2.5cm)
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Teaching

Discover our range of dance shoes  
for new and experienced dance teachers. 
Featuring split soles to demonstrate pointe 
work and soft leather for 100% comfort 
and flexibility. Teachers will benefit from the 
support of 1" heels in our range, reducing 
strain on the Achilles tendon and calf.

S0407/X 

Grecian Sandal  

• This shoe combines the 
support of a 1” heel, reducing 
strain on the Achilles tendon 
and calf with the flexibility 
of a ballet shoe, and gives a 
flattering instep line 

• Suede outsole for just the right 
amount of slip and grip

• Combined elastic and leather 
strap for reduced pressure on 
the instep

• Leather upper design 
enhances instep

Flattering yet comfortable teaching shoe 

S0407
Sizes 4.5-10
Widths M 
Colours Black, Pink, White

S0407X
Sizes 10.5-12
Widths M 
Colours Black

S0417L

Elastosplit Grecian 

• The Elastosplit Grecian 
incorporates the technology 
from the Elastosplit in a 
comfortable and supportive 
teaching shoe

A comfortable and supportive 
teaching shoe 

Sizes 4-10
Widths M 
Colours Black, Pink, Tan

S0427

Paris 

• Premium soft leather with the 
feel and fit of a ballet shoe 
upper 

• Covered leather 1" wedged 
heel for balance and heel 
comfort which helps to support 
the Achilles tendon 

• Padded soft suede sole aids 
non-slip grip

• Split sole allows foot to arch to 
demonstrate pointing 

• Adjustable elastic drawstring 
holds shoe to foot 

Classical ballet upper and beautiful teaching ballet shoe with heel 

Sizes 5-10
Widths M
Colours Black, Pink

 

• Teachers will benefit 
from the support of 
a 1” heel, reducing 
strain on the Achilles 
tendon and calf

• Increased flexibility 
and enhanced 
aesthetic through 
the elastic support 
system

•  Incorporates 
elastosplit outsole 
technology

• Neoprene T bar upper 
strapping system 
reduces pressure on 
the instep

•  Leather upper design 
enhances instep

• Suede outsole for a 
balance between slip 
and grip
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Contemporary  
& Fitness
Bloch continues the tradition of listening 
to dancer's needs with our collection of 
shoes for lyrical, modern and contemporary 
dance and gymnastics. Through the clever 
use of materials, our foot gloves and wraps 
protect toes and the ball of the foot without 
compromising the desirable barefoot 
aesthetic. 

S0609

Eclipse Leather 
Toes and ball of foot protection

• Supple leather upper 

• Vamp cut hugs the foot 
without restricting movement 

• Silicon backing on elastic strap 
to prevent strap from slipping 
off the foot

• Cotton terry lining under ball of 
the foot for comfort 

• Leather front outsole with 
traditional ballet shoe pleating 
for turning ease 

Sizes XS, S, M, L
Widths M
Colours Black, Light Sand, Pink

S0618

Vantage Micro Suede 
Toes and ball of foot protection

• Designed to protect the toes 
and ball of the foot from 
abrasion 

• Soft micro suede embraces 
the toes and ball of the foot

• Silicon backed elastic grips the 
foot preventing the strap from 
slipping 

• Cotton Terry lining for comfort 

• Micro-suede outsole for ease 
of turning without pleating

• Reinforced stitching to prevent 
elastic breakage 

Sizes XS, S, M, L
Widths M
Colours Tan
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S0685L

Foot Wrap  II
Foot wrap with silicon layer edges on toe openings 

• Toe openings positioned for ease of 
weight distribution and lined with a 
layer of silicon to ensure a secure fit

• Breathable mesh 

• Suede cushioning design to give 
enough slip and grip against the dance 
floor 

• Silicon lining offers cut-to-fit toe holes 
without fraying the mesh 

• Double circle pads for even weight 
distribution

Sizes XS/S, M/L
Widths M
Colours Base

S0675 L/ M

Foot Thong III
Silicon lined elastic support that secures the foot thong on foot 

• A silicon lined elastic support that 
secures the Foot Thong III on the foot 

• Protects the skin on the ball of the foot 
from abrasion for contemporary, jazz and 
lyrical styles

• Acts as a second skin, sitting 
comfortably and almost invisibly against 
the foot 

• Double sided suede outsole for reduced 
friction when turning and for comfort 

• Thin strips of suede between the toes to 
keep the suede outsole in position 

S0675L
Sizes XS, S, M, L, XL
Widths M
Colours Light Sand 

S0675M
Sizes S, M, L, XL, XXL
Widths M
Colours Light Sand 

S0642/SX

Neoform  
Contemporary and modern dance foot protector 

• Neoprene mesh upper cushions and 
supports for high intensity and impact

• Concealed stretch elastic holds the shoe 
firmly in place with comfort  

• Wide toe opening provides an improved 
fit with even weight distribution 

• Suede outsole pad assists in turning and 
allowing unrestricted movement 

Sizes XS, S, M, L  /  XS 
Widths M
Colours Light Sand,  Hot Pink

S0610 G / L

Acro 
A luxurious leather flat with leading technology 
to support the needs of gymnasts

• High 'AAA' Grade soft 
premium leather upper - 
abrasive resistance for longer 
wearing 

• Textured rubber outsole 
provides a superior grip for 
safe and stable landing 

• Split sole construction for 
better arch and flexibility 

• Cotton lining under foot for 
comfort and breathability 

• Elastic drawstring adjusts the 
fit around the throat of the 
shoe 

• Crossed elastic on upper for 
extra security

S0610G
Sizes 10-1.5
Widths B, C
Colours Black, Tan

S0610L
Sizes 2-8
Widths B, C
Colours Black, Tan

S0613G / L

Canvas Jets 
An economically priced easy to fit for 
immediate wear shoe 

• Simple canvas upper 
lightweight shoe 

• Soft dimpled rubber sole grips 
the floor with greater control 

•   Elastic insert V front holds the 
foot in the shoe but allows the 
foot to arch 

• Versatile shoe useful for 
gym, trampoline, acrobatics, 
eurythmics, trapeze, tai chi and 
exercise

•  European sized easy to fit for 
immediate wear 

S0613G
Sizes 28-36
Widths M

Colours Black, White

     

S0613L
Sizes 37-46
Widths M

Colours Black, White

     

S0410L/ LX

Celtic Fling
Reccomended for Irish Dance and 
Scottish Highland Dancing

• High 'AAA' Grade soft 
premium leather upper - 
abrasive resistance for longer 
wearing 

• Unique lace-up design secures 
the shoe to the foot and holds 
firmly around the ankle

• Suede outsole provides a 
superior grip for safe and 
stable landing 

•  Split sole construction for 
better arch and flexibility 

S0613L
Sizes 2.5 - 10
Widths X
Colours Black   
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SI M5009/G

Warm Up Booties 
A luxurious leather flat with leading technology 
to support the needs of gymnasts

• Designed in collaboration 
with American Ballet Theater 
Principal Dancers Irina 
Dvorovenko and Maxim 
Beloserkovsky

• Keep feet warm without the 
need to remove one’s ballet 
shoes

• Incasing feet in a softly 
padded, durable rip-stop nylon, 
the booties not only protect 
the foot but offer longevity to 
ballet shoes

• A velcro strap secures the 
booties whilst the padded 
outsole is covered in a non-slip 
PVC

SIM5009 
Sizes XS, S, M, L
Colours Purple/Black, Red/
Black, Black, Candy Pink, Pink 
Fluro, Blue, Blue Fluro, Light 
Grey , Orange Fluro

SIM5009G 
Sizes S, M, L
Colours Black, Candy Pink,  
Purple, Pink Fluro, Blue Fluro,  
Orange Fluro

US WOMENS 3 3½ 4 4½ 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8 8½ 9 9½ 10 10½ 11 11½ 12 12½ 13 13½ 14

UK WOMENS 1 1½ 2 2½ 3 3½ 4 4½ 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8 8½ 9 9½ 10 10½ 11 11½ 12

US MENS 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8 8½ 9 9½ 10 10½ 11 11½ 12 12½ 13

UK MENS 1½ 2 2½ 3 3½ 4 4½ 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8 8½ 9 9½ 10 10½ 11 11½ 12 12½

EUROPEAN 35 35½ 36 36½ 37 37½ 38 38½ 39 41 41½ 42 42½ 43 44 44½ 45 45½ 46 46½ 47

BALLET WOMENS 1 1½ 2 2½ 3 3½ 4 4½ 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8

BALLET MENS 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8 8½ 9 9½ 10 10½ 11 11½ 12

TAP WOMENS 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8 8½ 9 9½ 10 10½ 11 11½ 12

TAP MENS 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8 8½ 9 9½ 10 10½ 11 11½ 12

CHARACTER WOMENS 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8 8½ 9 9½ 10 11 11 11½ 12

JAZZ WOMENS 3 3½ 4 4½ 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8 8½ 9 9½ 10 10½ 11 11½ 12 12½ 13 13½ 14

JAZZ MENS 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8 8½ 9 9½ 10 10.5 11 11½ 12

DANCE SNEAKERS 4 4½ 5 5½ 6 6½ 7 7½ 8 8½ 9 9½ 10 11 11 11½ 12 12½ 13 13½ 14 14½ 15

CONTEMPORARY XS S S S M M M M L L L XL XL XL

 

Shoe Size  
Conversion Chart
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